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MISTAKEN FOR RABBIT
John A. Staples of Thomaston Shot Twice—
Forrest Newbert Held

Back In the early 8Qfs some of
Rockland's leading business men
daily climbed three flights of stairs
To be mistaken for a rabbit is one effect in his back; that he shouted,
to the cosy rooms occupied by the thing, to be shot at twice, both ' and another shot came, this one
Centra^ Club, which was organized taking effect, is another. That was ; lodging in one of his legs. Tlie bulm 1884 with Frank C. Knight as the condition John A. Staples o* [ lets were Number Sixes from a
____________
president.
Mayo P. Simonton, vice Thomaston found himself in yester- ! double barrel gun.
-••••* >•> ••• •••
•••
••• ••• p
Levi Poore, 57, of Portland, plead- pn>sldent and Jarvis c perry secre- ' day and he came Rockland to sep
With the victim at the time of the
ir.g
guilty
to
breaking,
entering
and
;
what
could
be
done
about
it.
!
shooting
was Guy Robbins of Thom—
It Is often better not to see an ♦
tary and treasurer.
What really was done was the ar- 1 aston. who testified that he ran into
■- an insult than to avenge It—
larceny, drew six months and sen
This paper is Indebted to Rev. raignment before Judge Z. M. Dwi- i the opening and shouted, and that
••• Eeneca.
tence was suspended.
E O, Kenyon for the folder which nal of Forrest Newbert, the Cush- I as he did so Newbert took to his
-•-••••••••• ••• «•* |P : Clarence Goulding of Owl s Head
he ran across recently giving the Ing man who is alleged to have done ’ heels.
following list of members:
WILL OUTLAW WAR
! the shooting.
| The shooting was investigated by
officer four years ago when he
„ _
A. W Sewall
,,
,
- .
, F C. Knight
Newbert. who is 48, claims that he Lieut. Marks and State Patrolma.i
walked out of the courthouse, and parker q. Fuller C. H. Moor
What the President of Rotary In
T W Hix. Jr.
I saw something in the woods which j Roper.
also to old indictments charg- jw A H111
C. F Simmons
ternational Found Abroad
; he mistook for a rabbit, and blazed
Newbert was held for the February
ing breaking, entering and larceny. 1 s A Burpt.e
C. E Littlefield
K K Ranktn
! away.
i term of Superior Court in the sum
A
sentence
of
six
months
was
susFrank singhl
Fred
F.
Burpee
Back in the United States after
c. F Wood
Staples claimed that the shot took i ol $1000
O. Howe Wlggln
pended.
A C. Philbrook
two months in Europe, George C.
M P. Simonton
Harold D. Barter. 19, alias Harold C C Hills
N F Cobb
Hager of Chicago, president of Ro- D Pushard of Portland, formerly R H. Burpee
N T Farwell
Dr E I. Estabrookj c. Perrjf
tary International, voiced tlie belief oj Wiscasset, pleaded guilty to j F H Berry
E P Norton
T. Spear
Hon. A F Crockett
that International service organi- breaking, entering and larceny and j C
F. R Spear
W F Noroross
| E. B. Hastings
zations can play an important part was remanded for sentence,
H E Burkmar
I W W Cse
H I. Hix
in developing international underOther indictments by the grand F. O. Singhl
Hudson O. Hull
standing.
Jury Included the following; Ern- H C. Chapman H S Moor
| Dr. A. M Austin
W H Kittredge
•'From my visits to Rotary clubs est W, Newcomb of Boothbay Har- J. H ‘Wlggln
H 8. Flint
O
A
Ames
S.
F. Robinson
in Sweden. Finland, Estonia, Lat- bor, larceny and drunken driving;
Dr T E Tibbetts Chas. E Foster
via, Lithuania. Poland. Roumania, Howard Murphy of Boothbay lar- W T Cobb
E. F Berry
J Coakley
H M Wise
Bulgaria.
Yugoslavia,
Hungary, any and drunken driving; Walter I W
J. A. Burpee
L Q Tyler
Switzerland, France Belgium, and Paikinson of Boothbay. breaking E H .Lawry
F W Wight
The Bar Harbor football team a hand in every one of the touch
i A H Jones
W M Munroe
England;’ said Mr. Hager, "I am and entering.
J. B Porter
Dr F E H itchcock threw Eve passes yesterday in the downs his team made.
! R. H [Burnham
convinced that the peace of the
-----------------L. A. Barron
But the greatest factor in the
' H M Bruun. Jr
P Knowlton
first half of a rugged game between
world is. in the last analysts, in the
Be sure to get the Green Maga- Henr*jr Pearsons SF W
Lawry
game was the ability of the Rock
the
Bar
Harbor
and
Rockland
High
A.
F
Ame?
N.
B
Cobb
hands of the Individual citizen, zine every week with the Boston
IS. K Webb
W P Hurley
Schools. Three were completed for land team to come back and fight
The very fact that more than 1,500 Sunday Advertiser—new stories and H G. Bird
W S White
touchdowns; enough to put Rock until the last whistle had blown.
A
C
Gay
E
S
Healey
Rotarians from 28 different coun- articles by famous writers packed I C. H. Pendleton
J. W Crocker
land's fighting light team behind a | A team like this commands more
tries met at Stockholm during the in New England's own weekly maga- I 1 C Gay
R A Crle
little black ball with the numeiai respect by not knowing the mean
G
L.
(Farrand
C.
H.
Berry
darkest days of Europe's recent cri- zine. Ask for the Boston Sunday E D Spear
W A Healey
8. commonly called “the eight ball." ing of the word "quit” than a team
sis, and there discussed Rotary aims, Advertiser. .
136’It E B Ingraham Sam’I Tfyler
I O. F Hix
Rockland kicked off to Bar Har- that has hung up a five-year win
C
E
Weeks
one of which is the advancement of
-----------------R C. Guptill
Peter Kennedy
boi,
which proceeded to reel off one ning streak. It was beyond doubt
John
Lovejoy
international understanding, good
Money makes the mare go; vanity
Dr. BenJ. William*
T P. Pierce
Fred Ingraham
first
down after another until they the most commendable feature of a
will, and peace through a world holds the reins.
Chas. D. Jones
J. G. Pottle
got
inside
the Rockland 10 striper game that had plays as thrilling as
A
H
Cobb
J F Fogler
fellowship of business and profes- ----------------------------------- ------------. Chas. Mason
E K Glover
Here the Rockland line stiffened and any football game of the year.
sional men united in the ideal of
enpo. . - .
________
W W Ulmer
Geo. L Knight
Rockland — le Chisholm; It,
held for three downs, only to have
Nat
’
l
Jones
L. M. Robbins
service, indicates that the time will
Welcome at Spiritualist Meetings
E. A. Butler
Perry.
Spinney; lg Mazzeo; c, John
Oliver Otis
Gray of Bar Harbor throw a pas?
come when war will be outlawed by at Grand Armv Hall. Sunday, Nov. J R Flye
H. P C. Wtlght
son. Hamlin; lg. McConchie; r„
into
the
end
zone
for
a
touchdow-i
13
—
2.30
and
7.45
P.
M.
Music.
Lec

Hon
N
A
FarwellQeo
E
Torrey
the citizenry of all nations.”
W J. Wood
ture. Many Messages. Ballot Read W A McLain
The point after was good, the score Horeyseck; re. Huntley. Pietroski;
Mr. Hager was decorated with ing in the evening.
J. E Hanly
C. L. Young
O. K Ma.ro
was 7 to 0 against Rockland. After qb. Allen, Chaples; rhb. Duff HuntW. O Fuller. Jr.
the order of San Sava In Yugoslavia.
George A. Jones. Reader
I A F Achom
Frank Lamb
another
exchange of punts. Bar Har ley; lhb. Billings. Small; fb, Glover.
136
‘
lt
E W Berrv
Mrs. Hager accompanied him on
Dr Nathan Wlggln
Bar Harbor—le, G. Smith; It,
[ A H Berry
bor
passed
again for a completion
E. B Spear
his tour.
j Hon. D N Mort w H Bird
down
in
the
shadow
of
the
Rockland
j
Hardin
6i lg, Goss; c. McKay; rg,
land
Hon Francis Cobb
goal posts. M. Smith plunged over I "oodl rt. Dunton; re, Fiske; qD.;
' Eugene Clark
Maynard Sumner
S M Burpee
Geo Gregory
after three tries for their second ! ®ray>
Mitchell, Field; lhb.
Geo
W Kimball
touchdown.
| Huckins' Wheaton; fb, M. Smith.
Referee. Jordan (Notre Dame'
At the beginning of the second
quarter, Billings after a seven-yard Umpire, Luce (Bates). Head lines
advance to the Bar Harbor 40 yard man, Potter (Colby).
But There Was Lots of Ex line was injured and had to be taken j
citement In Scout Circles from the game for the rest of the
half. With their ace gone the Rock
You need dependable insurance. We
Yesterday
land attack which had just started
The Snow Marine Co. Will
sell dependable insurance. Let s talk
Promptly at 2 p. m Armistice Day to flame, stopped like someone had;
smothered
it
with
a
wet
blanker
i
Float the Sunken Steamer
over your insurance needs today. To
the diaphone blew 64. the signal for
Bar Harbor was able to work the ball
day’s loss is not covered by tomorrow's
Next Week
all Scouts to meet at Post Office down far enough to throw two more i
policy.
Square as quickly as possible for passes for touchdowns, making the
Not since the visit of President I
its instructions as to the cause of point after good each time. The | Roosevelt to this city have such
the call.
half ended with the score Bar Har • \ crowds appeared on Tillson's Wharf
as have motored and walked thither
Two Scoutmasters were in readi bor 27, Rockland 0.
ness
and
inside
of
two
minutes
after
The
beginning
of
the
second
half
425
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
to view Steamer Vinal Haven in her
TEL. 98
13S
the call eight Scouts had arrived. saw what looked like a new Rock present unhappy plight.
It has
Twenty minutes later a group of land team come out on the field. been a photographer's paradise and
four leaders and 30 Scouts had as Determination was written on their I hundreds of pictures have been
sembled.
faces and they were not going down made of the boat with water level
Receiving instructions that a boy without a fight. Billings was in-, changing from freight deck to the
had been "lost” and was possibly jected back in the game for this last \ top of the pilot house.
HOLD EVERYTHING! RESERVE THESE DATES FOR
"injured" in the woods, the group half. The Rockland team struck
Arrangements have been made by
started out, a bicycle patrol going with the force of lightning. The Bar the underwriters. Maurice F Loveon ahead, the others following at Harbor backs were smothered and joy. local representative, to have
Scouts pace.
pushed back, until at about the mid- Snow Marine Co., start salvage opNext Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Nov. 16-17-18
At the edge of the woods Scouts die of the third quarter the aggres- erations at once. The Snow fleet
NEW EXHIBITS BIG STAGE SHOW EACH NIGHT
spread out to cover as much terri sive forward wall of Rockland surged and equipment is being gotten into
25 Cents Admission Covers Everything Except Refreshments
tory as possible and entered the in and blocked a punt on the Bar readiness today and it is expected
A Clean Show. No Chance Games or Gambling Devices
woods. After about 45 minutes Harbor 20 yard line. Billings made that the first of the week the sunksearciiing, Scout William Hopkins a first down on the Bar Harbor line, en steamer will be raised and
of Troop 2 found Bobby Sprowl the then to the five on an off tackle hauled out at Snow's for survey,
It is expected the sunken steamer
lest boy, and Linwood Young, his smash. Glover then rushed through
companion, in a thicket. Sporwl his own right guard for the only, will be moved into shoal water by
I said he had fallen, his knee hitting Rockland touchdown of the game, means of the big car float. In this
position with rails out of low water
J a rock, and guessed his leg was the point after not being good.
In the last quarter Bar Harbor was j it should be readily possible to
j broken .
Scout Hopkins immediately used again unable to get into Rockland pump her out and float her on the
. his whistle and called for help. Scout territory, the lighter Rockland team . oncoming tide.
At the moment “Old Faithful"
| Milton IRobarts and several others playing smart and hard football.
I were soon on hand and using neck Neither team threatened again until lays at 45 degree angle, listed far
erchiefs and sticks put a splint on Gray, Bar Harbor commendable off the dock with only one corner
the leg while other Scouts impro back got off a punt to put Rockland of the pilot house and the stack
vised a stretcher from branches, back on their own 30 yard line. It clear at high water. At low tide
sweaters and coats and the injured was here that Billings started on a I the picture is more spectacular and
boy was carried from the woods part left end run, having his way blocked, it is a safe bet that she will be
way to the road when he told the he switched and started for the viewed by hundreds tomorrow.
Scouts it was only a “test call” so other end; time and time again he
| he was dumped from the stretcher almost stopped, but each time re
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
genuine £n<jravt<)
and given a chance to walk home versed his field to avoid the Orange
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
with the rest.
horde of tacklers, he was able to
STATIONERY
carry the ball to the Bar Harbor 34
JU IK*
la Rtalerrl
priced at only—
yard line, a gain of 35 yards. The
Visiting
Cards
next play was a completed pass from
20 for $1.00
DANCE TONIGHT AT
100 panalad oarda, choloa al 4
Billings to Chisholm on the Bar Har
sfawt and 30 (trial of angravlnq,
bor 12. However, the threat was
25 for $1.00
PLATE INCLUDED, only — •!.$$
DAMARISCOTTA
short-lived as a pass was inter
Wedding Announcements
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY cepted after a couple of ground plays
50 for $1.00
LLOYD RAFNELL and his
or Invitations
faied to gain. Bar Harbor had pos
ORCHESTRA
and the better class of cards at prices
On white or ivory stock—wed
session
of
the
ball
on
their
own
23
Large Enjoyable Fireplace
ding or plate finish. Inside and
when the game ended. The score
No Parking Worry
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
exceptionally low
136‘lt
CLUDED _____________ $».»»
27 to 6 with Rockland on the short
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
end.
Social Statfonery
For Rockland, Billings was the
Special styles lor men and women.
Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer
A choloe of lovely colors, mono
main offensive threat, besides mak
... quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
grams and styles ol engraving,
ing some beautiful tackles on the
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
PLATE INCLUDED___________
STARS OF WEEI
defense, Mazzeo and Chisholm also
$2.25, (3.S5 and ap.
Postage 10 cents extra.
With CORA DEAN
played a great defensive game for
and LITTLE WILLIE
Business
Stattonenr *
Don’t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Rockland, they being the two who
10 Vaudeville Acts 10 were most conspicuous in blocking
800 business cards or Hammermlll
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Samples on display at
THURS., NOV. 24
the punt that led to the Rockland
CLUDED. only_________ 1741$
Community Building
touchdown.
Benefit Rockland Fire Dept.
For Bar Harbor, Gray seemed to
130-131&136-140
be the best offensive threat, having

WITH COLORS FLYING

Rockland High Drops Game At Bar Harbor—
A Gallant Finish
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EDITORIAL

Republican victories throughout the country last Tuesday were so
overwhelming that no partisan newspaper of the opposite faith has
had the temerity to belittle. So tremendous was the tidal wave that
the Democrats find practically the only crumb of romfort in the
States of New York, Maryland and California.
The defeat of Dewey in New York was a distinct disappointment
to the Republicans and independents of that State and to millions
who were looking on from the side lines in the other 47 States. The
“racket buster" fought against amazing odds in a State which has
been accustomed to giving Democratic candidates half a million plu
rality. add which last Tuesday gave nearly that number to one candi
date on that parly's ticket. Yet this man Dewey, putting up a fight
which scared the Democrats speechless, came within 60,01X1 votes of
winning, and carried all but six of the counties outside of Greater
New York. Tlie large cities, congested wRh some elements not entirely
desirable, encompassed the defeat of the man who has been doing such
goed work to make New York the kind of a State which the country
will be proud of when the World's Fair meets there next year.
The splendid work done by the Republicans all over New England
fills (he disciples of the G.O.P. with an indescribable joy. Of course
our eyes were bent piineipally on the Bay State, where Leverett SaltonctaU, the Republican candidate for governor has rolled up such a
wonderful majority over James Michael Curley. The attempt of the
Democratic buss to stage a comeback was an absolute and utter fizzle.
The Republicans wanted above all else to defeat this unsavory candi
date. and so apparently did most of the old line Democrats. When
night came hr hid his head in the sand like unto an ostrich, and stoutly
maintained to his stalwart supporters that he was elected. A theory
which was accepted only as long as the ginger ale held out. James
Michael Curley, from a viewpoint 2(Xt miles distant, has decidedly the
appearance of being a deceased durk.

Had the Republican landslide been confined to New England it
might have been regarded as just another of those freak things like
the recent tropical hurricane. But it swept through such Slates as
New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Ohio. Michigan, Kansas. Wis
consin. South Dakota. Minnesota, Idaho and Wyoming with such
outstanding majorities as to indicate that the voters of those Common
wealths are sick and weary of extravagance and experimentation. It
meant the return of the Republican party to power in Ohio, ' the
mother cf Piesidcn'.c;” and out in Wisconsin it meant the elimina
tion of the LaEolictte element. Bounced from the top wave which
he has so long been riding, the disappointed Philip LaFollette lost no
time in announcing that hr will continue with the organizalion of
his National Progressive Party of America. W'ith him will probably
be associated such men as Mayor LaGuardia who rides in'o power
on a Republican party and then plays first violin in the Democratic
Band.
At the conclusion of events of this sort there is a lendency on
the part of many readers to see what “Uncle Dudley" has to say in
the Boston Globe, an independent Democratic newspaper. And
from his editorial in Thursday's issue we quote:

As attention turns from State and local political contests to the
national scene, the country realizes that the Republican party has
made substantial gains bound to have definite consequences during
the next two years. The overthrow of (he Progressive dynasty in
Wisconsin and the upset of the Farmer-Labor power in Minnesota
tend to restore a two-party situation in the arras where third party
growth was looked for. What these changrs in agricultutal sectors of
the West, coupled with thr recapture of Kansas by the G.O.P. and
Republican victories in Michigan and Pennsylvania, clearly imply is
■ rhabilitation of basic Republican strength in thr country. Herr is
the recrudescence of thr long familiar farming and industrial combi
nation on which Republicans once thrived. This picture, contemplated
by the leaders of the party, is very pleasing to them. However, even
after making striking gains in both Senate and House, the party is
still very definitely in the minority and has before it an impressive
task of converting voters before it ran afford to make assumptions
about the security of its position.

The election of Dewey in New York State would have meant his
advancement to the front as a candidate for the Presidential nomina
tion. as indeed a cool calculation of his splendid fight may still do.
Taft's overwhelming victory in Ohio Is also likely to make him a con
spicuous figure in the next Republican National Convention, and of
course there will be Senator Vandenberg, regarded by many as the
strongest man in the field. Yet it may be somebody whose name has
not yet been placed in the batting order.

THE DOLL APA RTMENTS. INC.
Fifteen years ago John L. Beaton,
65 Oliver street, cast about for some
thing to occupy his spare time. Be
ing of a mechanical frame of mind,
and scenting a profitable market
for his production, he dragged a pile

I

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Reporter
Another old paper comes to light
—the Camden Herald of Oct. 20,
1882, brought in by Henry H. Payson. The late Wilder W. Perry had
just assumed the editorial man
agement. Among the Camden ad
vertisers of that period were the
Boston Store. Hodgman & Co., B. F.
Adams and E. C. Daniels. ' The
Rockland firms. Simonton Bros, and
Fuller & Cobb carried large “ads."
The Florida exhibit at the New
York World's Fair 1939 is to ojeupy
an area of two and a half acres on
the west shore of Fountain Lake,
near Its head, and is expected to
spend a minimum of $250,000 on its
elaborate presentation. Its chief
display is to be of its citrus indus
try. showing the growing, picking
and packing of its fruit crops.

The other day I made a reference
to "boxing the compass" and some
member of the new generation
wanted to know what that was all
about. Ask some old sea captain
and he will rattle it off this wise:
North, nor' by east, nor'-nor'east,
nor'east by north, northeast, nor’east by east, east-nor'east, east by
north, east, east, by south, eastsou'east, sou'east by east, sou’east,
sou'east by south, sou'-sou'east, sou'
by east, south, sou' by west, sou'sou'west, sou'west by south, sou’west,
sou'west by west, west-sou'west,
west by south, west, west by north,
west-nor’west, nor’west by west,
nor'west, nor’west by north, nor’nor'west, nor' by west, north.
One broadcaster yesterday called
that French port “Mar-say-yay,"
and he can't be blamed for trying.
No such excuse for the other who
said "skyon” for "scion "—Boston
Globe
Mispronounced words, as
heard from the lips of radio an
nouncers are legion, and the marvel
is how they ever qualify for broad
casting service. And I have never
been able to understand why prac
tically all of the announcers say
“sehed-ual ’ My dictionary doesn't
read that way.

Prize bulls are to be on display

'oull exerciser." a contraption which

A bull is attached to the
They stand three stories high and
contain six rooms, each filled with
furniture also made by the house
builder, the w’hole contraption cal
nous, but It's exercise just the
culated to fill the juvenile mind
with glee. Pine wood is the maA Thomaston wag once adver
tised in a magazine that for $1 he
would furnish information how to
keep a horse from drooling. Some
body parted with a dollar and re
ceived this instruction: "To keep
a horse from drooling teach him
how to spit." If this story is true,
and it must be because Sheriff Lud
wick told it to me. it might have
come under the offense "cheating
by false pretences," but after all
it was not quite so bad as some
pre-election promises.

of pine lumber onto one of his wife's
best carpets and proceeded to make
a doll house of the apartment type.
It was acclaimed with so much satis
faction that each winter finds him
self similarly engaged and each
spring minus a doll house, for each
creation falls into the hands of
some lucky person along toward
Christmas.
What these houses are like any
one can see by looking into the
northern display window of the V.
F. Studley furniture store next
south of the New Hotel Rockland.

terial used, and the house is painted
in yellow and white. Each room has
a hardwood floor and at the glass
windows hang shades and lace cur
tains. The equipment includes
chamber suites, dining room suites
and living room suites, the idea be
ing Carried out faithfully in each
instance.
The three stories are detachable,
for no little girl ever lived, who did
not want to know what was in one
of those doll houses, or. as we ex
press it today, want to know “what
makes the wheels go around."

Down from the upper regions of
Knox County, comes the story of an
attempted hold-up which appears
tc have had an anti-climax. Some
men engaged in the indoor national
pastime known as poker were much
absorbed in' their play when the
door suddenly swung open and a
stranger discharged a revolver in
the general direction of the floor.
The players, failing to note any
bullet holes in the floor seized the
intruder and hurled him out into
the cold cruel world. The sensa
tional part of the story is that any
body In Union should be playing
A farewell party for Mr. and Mrs. Joyce, Mrs. Eleanor Libby, Miss
such a weekid game as poker.
Harold Glidden who will make Gladys Grant, Sidney Cullen, How
their residence in Calais in the ard Grover and Roy Joyce.
Tuesday's elections certainly fur
nished a good “build-up' for the
near future was given at the Sid
ney Cullen cottage, Cooper's Beach YOUR FAVORRE POEM Presidential skirmish in 1940Thursday night. A miscellaneous
If I had my life to live again I
One year ago: Walter H. Butler
shower of presents went to Marjorie would
have made a rule to read some
end a hand tooled leather bill fold poetry and listen to some music at square at the Northend was dedi
i least once a week
The loss of these [
to Harold.
Refreshments were tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles cated by Winslow-Holbrook Post,
Darwin.
A. L„ with eulogy by Past Depart
served. Those present were Mr
ment Commander H. G. Staples.—
and Mrs. Harold Glidden, Mr. and
PARTING AT MORNING
Mrs. Raymond Green, Mr. and Mrs. Round the cape of a sudden came the The grand jury returned 26 indict
ments)—Three hundred couples at
sea.
Raymond Hoch, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
And the sun looked over the moun tended
the Rockland Armistice
mond Pendleton and daughter Jane,
tain's rim:
was a path of gold for ball..—The arrival of Thomaston's
Mr and Mrs. S. T. Constantine, I And straight
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rollins, Mrs. And the need of a world of men for me r.ew fire engine was celebrated with
a banquet.
Mildred Havener, Mrs. Lillian
—Robert Browning
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j devotional and testimonial service
in the vestry Thursday night at 7
o'clock ln charge of the pastor, subROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN
I ject: "Hearsay or Experience?”
1 Choir rehearsal Friday night.
Superior Baked Bean Supper, Sat Nights, 40c
—AT—
"Mortals and Immortals” ls the
Includes llomr-Boilrd llam. Hot Biscuits, Pumpkin Pie
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
New Freight Rates Near
Served After 4 P. M., Saturdays
will be read ln all Churches of
Eastern railroads have filed with
Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c
j Christ, Scientist, Sunday.
the Interstate Commerce Commis
Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.
sion new freight schedules, reduc
Mrs. Herman Lowe gave a tea
An entertaining program was
As collected by our correspondent
ing rates on grain from the interior
Thursday at her home in honor of
"Special attention given at all times to Bridge Partirs and Clubs”
presented at Wednesday's Junior
to the Atlantic seaboard when ship
Mrs. Joseph Culick. who leaves
GILBERT HARMON
FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41
| High assembly by Miss Woodcock's
ments are destined for export. The
shortly for Exeter, N. H„ to join
Telephone, Camden 713
room:
devotions; flag
salute;
(By The Pupils)
Mr Culick, who has a position
new rates will become effective on
1 "America the Beautiful." school;
Oct. 28 The new rate is 174 cents
there.
Seaside
Chapter.
O
ES,
will
meet
i
his
body
was
found
by
Mrs.
Pieroe.
piano solo. Elaine Poust; play.
milk and cookies, they played out of' spend the winter with her sister,
Fred Farnsworth. 72. died Thurs
Buddy Chisholm, Donald Cates. "Lest We Forget": scene 1 "Gloria." per 100 pounds from Chicago and Monday night. A fish chowder will First Selectman. Warren Pitcher, a
doors
for a half hour and then held j Mrs. Etta Wall,
Austin Billings, and Owen Allen ac- Ruth McMahon; "Marie," the-maid, related points to New York land be served at 6.30 under the direction neighbor notified Sheriff Hiram O. day morning at his home on Bel a business meeting at which they' Miss Arlene M Smith of West
companied Mr. and Mrs Matheson Rita Lynch; "Mrs. Jameson," Glo- Boston, and 16 cents to Baltimore, of John Felton. Elmer True and' Burgess and Dr. Orris S. Vickery, mont avenue after a long Illness. He decided upon their groups for the' Somerville, Mass., arrived ThursWaldo County Medical Examiner was born in this town and lived coming year.
to Colby College recently to see ria's mother. Lillian Johnson; Hampton Roads and Philadelphia. Herbert Sylvester.
I day to spend a few days with her
Spirit
of
Thanks."
Onni
KangasJ
v
'
hlch
represents
in
each
case
a
reNew
bridges
will
be
erected
as
who pronounced death due to sui- I here the greater part of his life.
"Chuck" Taylor of basketball fame
The Dandylions will meet Tues- grandmother Mrs. Emma M. Torrey,
give a demonstration of shooting, j "Spirit of Giving." Robert r^I; duction of six cents per 100 pounds WFA. projects at tlie fish hatchery | tide from carbon monoxide. De- ' Besides his wife, he leaves a day night with Mrs. Thelma Smith,; MLss Smith motored from Massaspondency was thought to be the brother, William, of Lincolnville,
passing and defensive and offen- j "Spirit cf Selfishness," Albert Hal-J Commodities affected are uheat, and at Carle Brook.
I chusetts with Miss Myra Marshall
! and several grandchildren. Funeral Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dangler of reason for the act.
sive maneuvers. Some of the things lowell; scene 2. “Nancy,” Esther ccrn cats and
and Mrs. Chester Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Maynard services will be held at the home
New York City are spending a
he stressed were keeping eye on-Munrc; "James," Robert Jones;
Wheat Insurance Called For
I Mrs Anita Lynn of Jamaica
TENANT'S HARBOR
spent the holiday at Miller’s Falls, Sunday at 2 o'clock. Rev. W. F
the basket, getting rid of the ball "Madeline,"
Elizabeth
Haskell;
_____
Plain, Mass., and Miss Christine
A total of 260.00 farmers have vacation in town.
Brown will officiate.
Rexford Daniels has returned to Mass.
quickly, holding ball in finger tips "Mrs. Phelps." Mildred Harvey; made application for wheat crop
Mrs. Aaron W. Mont of West-jAnderson <* Dedham' Mass" *re
The Good Cheer Class of the Con
Baptist Church; Worship Sunday
only, not to save energy but to play ; "Mr. Phelps." Osmond Palmer; insurance for next year. Two hun Greenwich, Conn., after spending
...
.... J spending the holiday and weekend
at 11; quartet music; sermon theme. gregational Church wlll meet Tues Hartford, Conn., and Mrs. Albert wRh Mr an(J Mrj Edwln
just as hard in practice as one "Doctor." Francis Haraden: piano dred thousand of these applications the past week in town.
Mrs. Finlay H. Calder has re-' "Finding Your Way." Vespers at 7 day night with Miss Dorothy Walsh, W. Smith of West Somerville, Mass.
would in a game, harder if pos solos. Byron Keene and Martha came from the winter wheat belt,
____________
I
sible—Owen Allen.
Leeman; harmonica solo. Osmond while the other 60.000 came from the turned home after a visit with Mr j with the vested choir of 29. Brief Pearl street.
who recently visited Mrs Emma M. COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
• • • •
Tlie Friends-in-Council will meet
Falmer; tap dance. Charlotte and spring wheat areas Secretary of and Mrs. George P. Carleton at; sermon on; “What Shall We Have
WORK WONDERS
Springfield.
I In Heaven?" The Church School next Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Torrey have returned home. While
The repair class in the manual Veronia Murphy; solo. "Lambeth ■
WaHace ls knwn to
here
the
birthaay
anniversaries
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Dwinal
are
meets
at
9.45;
the
Pastor's
Bible
Cora
Calder.
Mrs.
May
Pillsbury
training department has just, Walk." Pauline Havener; tap dance.j be favorable t0 the idea of ex-1
Mrs. Harriet Wheeler and Mrs. Leah
finished a "bucking machine." to Joan Look:song "Girl In a Bonnet tending crop insurance to the cot-] spending the weekend with Mr. and Class at 10. Tlie Young People's will give a reading.
Smith
were celebrated at a family |
Forum at 6 Mid-week devotional | Tlie annual meeting and supper
be used in football. The line will cf Blue. Clara Hallowell. Betty fon (armers which would require ; Mrs. Jack Prince at Orr's Island.
gathering
at the home of their
of
the
Congregational
parish
was
The
movie
at
the
Comique
Sun;
fellowship
Thursday
at
7.30.
charge this machine and force it Holmes. Elame Poust. Christine &n amendment to the present law 1
Methodist Church; At 10.30 the held Wednesday night at the parish mother Mrs. Torrey. Those at
day and Monday is "Boys Town"
down the field as they would an op- Newhall, and Pauline Havener:
Rural Electrification
with Spencer Tracey and Mickey pastor. Rev. Weston P. Holman will house with more than 80 present. tending were: Mrs. Torrey and her
posing team. This class has also dance Barbara Kennedy; and piano
have as subject. "The Land of Be Officers elected were: President, Dr. sister Mrs. Hattie A Mont. Mr and
completed a ping pong table to be solo. Betty Holmes. Announcer.
Curing the first three months of Rooney.
Mrs. Harriett Dwinal is visiting ginning Again." Music under the di Harold Jameson; vice president, Dr. Mrs. Wesley Comstock of Rockland.
I the fiscal year beginning July 1. the
used In the physical education Ronald Packard
rection of A F Sherman. The Bi Harry C. Tongue; secretary, Mrs. T. Mrs. Leah Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
classes.
; Rural Electrification Admint?tra- relatives at Ocean Park.
• • • •
Raymond Pierce. 50. retired Bos ble classes and Church school will Jenness French; treasurer. Miss M. win Wheeler. Mr. and Mrs. Robert j
tion allotted $51,841,709 for projects
First quarterly examinations will,
No boy wants to be a "sissy." No
under
construction ton business man. took his own be held at 11.45, classes for all ages. Louise Codman; collector. Mrs. Al Wood and Miss Peggy Wood ol
be given next week.
Rockland
fellow wants his mother to fight
This life Thursday morning at his Lin- Happy Hour service at 7 o'clock, vah E. Greenlaw.
throughout the country
Miss Delia Bickmore has arrived
The
girls'
division
of
the
Brownies
colnville
Beach
summer
home.
Mr.
praise
service
with
talk
by
the
pashis battles for him—and when she
brings the total allotments since
Boy Scout Troop 203 will be hosts ,hc establishment of the REA to Pierce closed himself in his garage. tor. subject "A Strange Story," so- met with Mrs. Wyson last Monday from Thomaston, where she is em
does—well she's building up to
first class front-page news "Apron- at a social given next Friday even- $138.821.645 These allotments are started his car and two hours later loist. Miss Ruth Owen. Mid-week at her home on Harbour road. After ployed ’at the Venner home, io
,n
form of leans that arc repayString Revolt.” the title of this ing. with Mr. Chick in charge.
year's senior class play. Parts have
abh in 20 years. The pr«ent rate
been assigned tentatively to Kath
"The 80 Years," a talking movie cf interest on these loans is 2.88
erine Rice. Felice Perry. Maxine by Borden Milk Company was
eer.t which is the average rate
Perry. Jean Clukey. Inez Bowley, shown at Tuesday's assembly. It' t;lat the government pays on its
Patricia Hall, Joseph Dondis. not only showed the history of the 10-year bonds
George Robishaw Harold Dondls. canned milk industry, but presented
Houses for Everybody
James Jordan, James Hamilton, important events in the history of
More
than $100,000,000 of new
Ralph Cowan, and William Weed. the world for the last 80 years such
OD and AD were machinists many S
business
has been recorded by the
This 3-act comedy is directed by as electricity, invention of the tele
years ago. One day, at a fair, they saw
Mr. Smith and will be presented phone. automobile and typewriter. Federal Housing Administration
a buggy with an engine in it.They saw
Dec. 8 and 9—J. Clukey.
This was shown to the Junior High since the amended National Hous
zz/zz/
ing Act was signed by President
• • • •
and sixth grade. Wednesday.
many ways to improve it, and each
Roosevelt
on
February
3.
Under
The regular meeting of Troop 203
decided to build an automobile. But
The parents of Senior High IthU ^‘slation the government will
was opened Monday night. Games
when it came time to sell their first
were played until 7.30. when patrol Schoo! pupils are cordially invited Ulsure up to 90 per cent the mortcars, OD and AD had different ideas.
meetings were held. The inspection to attend the evening session of Rage< on homes costing $6000 or less,
was won by the Pioneer Patrol school on Monday Nov. 14 from 7 I
Motion Picture Suits
The members of this patrol did the to 9:15.
An assembly program.
Department of Justice relargest number of good turns last "For the Glory of Tech." will
' cently filed suit in the United States
week
The regular test passing presented at 7 o'clock in the audi- Q^trict court in New York City
classes were held. Alaric Pearson tonum by the Sophomore Speech ^mst the "Big Eight." motion
AD had also spent nearly 53,000 in building his
first car. He kneyv that only a few people could afford
and Russell Smith were visitors Classes under the direction of Sub- I pjctm^ corporations and asked
so high a price, and to find them he must show his
Albert Burpee was elected as a master Allston E. Smith. This ac- that they be declared unlawful, as 1
OD invited all his friends and
car to a great many. So he advertised that he would
member of the troop. The troop tivity will be followed by three 301 a m0nOpoly in the restraint of
neighbors to his house. I Ie drove
demonstrate his car the following Saturday after
his automobile around the block
was invited to march on Armistice minute recitation periods. Each trade, and violative of the Shernoon. People came from miles arouad. AD ran his and gave them a ride. They
Day. The meeting was closed at visitor will be asked to register at man Anti-Trust law.
car up and down the street. Afterward, ten men
were
thrilled.
They
wanted
to
9 p. m. by giving the scout oath the door for his favorite class.
wanted it. AD told them that by making ten cars
buy it. But when they learned
, , , ,
i
Increased Wages Demanded
and taps by the bugler.—Charles .
he could cut costs and reduce his price to 52,500. So
that it cost $3,000, not one of
Libby, scribe.
The Junior High School faculty) President Roosevelt has been
he hired several men, rented a building, and started
CD's friends could pay such
invite the parents to attend the|*£'Bed 10 increase WPA wages in
making more and better automobiles.
a
high
price.
A very enjoyable evening was
evening session of school next; Ohio. Wisconsin. Michigan and Inspent Monday’ when the Girls Ath Tuesday. Nov. 15. from 7 to 9:15. i dlana to 75 cents an hour A deleletic Association tendered a recep Miss Browne will present her pupils nation from "
departments of
tion to its new members. The newly in an interesting assemble program j United Automobile Workers from
elected officers were initiated by entitled "Flags of South America. " j,he staU» named headed * Paul
candlelight, nearly 200 girls, who After the assembly there will be i Silver. recently called at the White
OD heard that AD had sold
signed the membership book. A three 30 minute recitation periods. House 40 presertt trtis demand.
AD decided that if he could make cars bv the
ten cars, so he decided to try
speech was made by President Inez
, , , .
] The WPA workers further urged
hundreds, he could lower the cost and add still more
again. When his second car was
Bowley and the constitution was
, .. ,, that they be permitted to work
improvements. So he appointed agents and adver
Rockland s
six-man
football
.
finished, it had cost him almost
read by secretary Byrnice Havener. team
tised in other cities. In this way he was able to tell
played Camden at Community 120 hcurs a month' wtuch * thP
as much as the first. He showed
Other officers are vice president. Park. Saturday morning. Our boys rate
the story of his car to thousands and thousands of
75 cents wtJuld «ive
it to as many people as he could
Edith Gray; treasurer. Katherine
people neither he nor his agents had ever seen. The
„„„„
approximately
$90
a
month
see
and
after
a
long
time
sold
it
Delano: and representatives Bar played a fine game, but they were
more agents he appointed, and the more he adver
for just about what it had cost
out-weighed by at least ( twenty
Debt S*’11 Going I p
tised, the more people came in to try his car, and the
bara Murray and Victoria Anastahim.
In
the
next
five
years
OD
more cars he sold. And the more cars he built, the
cla. Refreshments of sandwiches, pounds per man. The score was [ According to a Treasury statebuilt several more automobiles,
better he built them, and the less they cost.
cakes, brownies, punch, and fudge Camden 32-Rockland 14 Although ment issued on Sept. 26. the nabut always by the time his cars
Rockland hasn't had very good tional debt has reached an all
By 1911, AD was making such a good car for
were served—Victoria Anastasia.
were finished AD was making
luck in sixman football, they havf time high of $38294.000,000 If the
51,500 that he sold 10,000 that year.
better cars for lower prices.
Girls out for basketball this year tried to do their best, but seem al- bonded debts of the states and their
are I. Thompson. G Norton, E. ways to be outclassed by larger miner sub-divisions be added to
Gray. V. Racklifle. N. Edwards, D. boys. These boys played: Bertram the national debt, lt gives us a toBlack. B Bodman. K Delano. L. Sncw. Clarence Butler. John Storer. tai close to $60,000,000,000 What
Cuccinello, L. Smith. V. Barlow. E. Donald Cates. Christy Adams, Al- v.a. It that Oeorge Washington
Breene, S. Hayes, B. Bowden, bert Winchenbach, Jack Wood. said in his Farewell Address about
Evelyn Gray, M. Seavey. A Bohn. Robert Chisholm. James Moulaison. "cherishing public credit?"
AD now realized that there were millions of people
D. Peterson. D Melvin. L. Melvin. | Robert Ulmer. Elmer Small. Fred
who would buy his automobiles if the prices were only
Fatm Income Fallinc
lower. He also knew that if he could build hundreds
B. Munro. L Rich. R Wotton. R Small, and Charles Call.—Richard
The bureau of agricultural ecoof thousands of cars a year, he could make them
Packard. A. Hill. E. Rich. Marie 6. Brown
iicmico has issued an official fore
better and at less cost. So he enlarged his factory,
Dodge. J. Farrington. F. D'Agas-'
• • * •
OD now saw that he could
oast. indicating that the total farm
employed more men, and advertised to millions of
not possiblv make cars at low
tion, E. Willis, M. Anastasia. E. , Jeffery Lynn, star ill "The Four income for 1938 will be $8 500.000.people all over the country. By 1921, he was making
cost by building only a few
Marston, and S. Webster. The i Daughters" shown this week at the 000 This represents p drop of 12
a fine-looking car with a six-cylinder motor and a
each
year.
Nor
could
he
sell
group will be chaperoned by Miss Strand, was a college mate of Mr per cent from She figures for last
self-starter. And the price had been reduced to51,000.
enough
to
make
more
by
telling
Haskell
Topping at Bates. His name when year. Prior to the collapse of 1929.
AD’s profit per car was now very small. But he sold
people about them one at a
♦ * ♦ •
there was Ragnar Lind.
so many cars that his business was successful. And,
the annual farm income was about
time. So he decided to go back
In Miss Haskell's geography class,
♦ • • •
as prices became lower and lower, millions of people
$12,000,000,000.
to work as a mechanic. He
excellent booklets have been made
The third issue of the Highlite
who had never dreamed they could afford automo
applied
at
AD
’
s
factory
and
Courage Is Needed
on tlie study of Fresh Fruits and came out Thursday. A column on
biles were able to own and enjoy them.
was promptly employed.
Vegetables Outstanding ones have Book Reviews is especially good.
Skepticism is being expressed in
By 1938, AD was making the best and finest looking
been passed in by Kathryn Dean.
many quarters as to whether the
• • • •
car he had ever built — and the price was only- 5750.
Belva Robishaw, Kathleen Dean.
anti-monopoly
investigators
at
In company with Supt. Frank
Linnie Rivers. Athlene Tibbetts.
Washington will have the courage
Rowe, Principal Blaisdeil attended
Dorothy Black, and Barbara Bod
to take up the subject of the alleged
Principals' and Supcrintendants'
man. -B Bodman
collusion between, labor and the
Day at Gorham Normal School
» ♦ ♦ ♦
construction industry, with refer
Margaret Kneeland has just com Tuesday. They visited classes in ence to wages and price policies.
pleted her six weeks of student the morning, had luncheon with
So Many Families Now Have Automobiles
A New Wheat Record
teaching in the Home Economics the Rockland delegation there, and
During the month of August tlie
Department and has returned to re listened to an assembly program in
One day OD went into AD’s office at the factory. OD
enjoyed by people of small means just as they are by
sume her work at Farmington the afternoon The Rockland dele railroads of the spring wheat ‘area
said,
“
Remember
the
time
we
saw
the
horseless
carriage
the well-to-do.”
gation is comprised of Catherine moved more than 41,000,000 bushels
3tate Normal School,
at
the
fair?
Who
would
have
believed
that
in
30
years
“But you spend millions for advertising,” said OD.
• • ♦ •
Chisholm. Maizie Joy. Feme Brown. o! wheat to Minneapolis. This was
almost every family would have an automobile!”
“Yes,” said AD. “But we sell so many cars that our
Harriet Wooster has been secre Rose Flanagan. Mary Dodge, Laroy an all-time record for the month
AD said, “It never would have been possible without
and wa^ the largest for any single
advertising costs only about £15 per car. That is not
tary to Principal Blaisdeil this Brown, and Malissa Bostick.
month in 14 years.
week.
advertising. All the advances in manufacturing would
much when you remember that in 30 years the average
• ♦ ♦ ♦
have been futile without advertising to tell the story.
price of a car has been reduced by more than £1,500.
Offlen hoys tills week arc Carl
S T A - II I
As it helped us to sell more and more cars, we were able
So, advertising has really helped to reduce prices and
Roger.Tames Munsey. James
The Batten Rejin cna tor
to
make
them
still
better
and
sell
them
at
lower
prices.
year after year has helped make it possible for millions
1 Good Battery Better And]
Thomas, Oeorge Staples, Alvah I'lair.Adds
Lifr To Any Battery
As
a
result,
the
advantages
of
an
automobile
are
now
of people to have better cars for less money.”
The major battery troubles arc|
Fitzgernld, Russell Emnli, Robert
Fcaused by sulphation, corrosion ar-l
(Car triers given above far 1911, 1921. and 2939 are ike ettmximate average af new tar trices in tkase rears.)
Cross, and Charles Nystrom.
heat
At last a product has been
• * ♦ •
•oitud to eliminate these troubles.
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
Battery is easy to service, and does
Miss Steele and Miss Hathaway , ynot have to be removed from the/
Copyright, 1938, by G. Lyon Sumou
Lights and Small Appliances
'
ear.
retested ears and eyes Tuesday; al-!
STA-HI stops corrosion, elitnin
Installed
and
serviced
so pupils who had been absent at ates sulphation and heat. STA-HI
Promptly
, will double the life of a nerv battery
the previous examination. They land
add months to any battery that
were assisted by Ione Louraine and Its mechanically ok. STA-HI cleans!
Ithe battery plates, dissolves the|
Erleen Cates.
■ sediment and rejuvenates.
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
• * • •
MUNRO’S SERVICE STATION
TEL. 19-W
ROCKLAND 1
H. A, Buffum loaned some < UNION ST.,
Narragansett Hotel
German and French mopey to the

Junior Business Training classes, to
use when studying "Money—what
THREE- TIMES - A- WEEK
It Is." Also Mrs. Matheson loaned
some English and French coins.
"I have fought a good fight. I
• • • •
have finished my course. I have
Hester
Hatch,
a freshman at
kept the Faith. 2 Tim. 4:7.
Colby, was a caller at the school
Monday.
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NEWS OF THE DAY

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

CAMDEN

At The High School

The Story of O D and AD

/^AUTOMOBILE

How OD Tried to Sell
His First Automobile

How AD Sold 10 Automobiles

How OD Finally
Sold a Car

How AD Sold 10,000 Automobiles

Why OD Gave Up Trying
to Sell Automobiles

How AD Sold Millions of Automobiles

AD Tells OD How It Came About That

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG
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Slaughter Is On

DINE ON

THANKSGIVING

utc

AT

ews

Pheasants

Have

Become

Legitimate Prey For Man

the project has been defrayed by in
come from hunting licenses.
Aided by two mild winters in a
row the birds have apparently bred
well and increased. Wardens have
reported large flocks of chicks in
many areas and more birds are
bilng seen.
Each bird has been banded when
released. By reporting to the Fish
and Oame department hungers will
help make a definite check on this
interesting and important project

“BOZE" IS PLEASED
Believes That Brother Mason Will
Yet Be Elected Governor

Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
In regard to the Massachusetts
ROUTE 1—WARRENr
i Ing the sermon. The sermon by I
election of 1938: Lieut. GovernorFULL COURSE
SERMON'ETTE
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be a Bible
elect Hon. Horace T. Cahill is a
biography devoted to the life of the
TURKEY DINNER
past master of my mother lodge,
: prophet “Isaiah." Tlie young peo- i
FAMILY STYLE
Abiding
Peace
SUN MON TUES MTP THU FRl SAT
’ pie’s class will meet at the close of
Reservations Must Be Made
Joseph Warren F.A.M. of Boston.
IV.
Telephone WARREN 3-41
Much happened on this last I the church service, with Mr. Olds
When he was elected a member of
1366139
Thursday which has been rightly ! as teacher. Comrades of the Way
this association April 7, 1933, he
will meet in the vestry at 6.30.
termed “the day of fellowship"
was a member of the Court of
•
•
•
•
Sagadahoc. Most of the 2i,000
stobie said that his department
Elmer Rising is home from Bos-' Limerock Valley Pomona meets but we have been considering
Massachusetts.
“Mortals and Immortals" ls the
the final and somewhat extend
birds raised by the Department of had received both compliments and
ton over the weekend.
j today with Pleasant Valley Grange.
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
I predicted when he v.-as given
ed conversation with the dis
Inland Fish and Game in a six- i criticism and that he hoped the
will be read in all Churches of
tlie right hand of fellowship that
ciples, and now we stop for the
year
propagation
program
have
open
season
would
clarify
the
situ(
Mrs. Mae Cross, department
The executlvc committee of the
Christ. Scientist, on Nov. 13. The
solemn summation.
some day in the future lt would be
Golden Text ls: “If any man be in | been released in these areas and I ation.
president will be honored at a re- Parent-Teacher Association will
29
It was all because Jesus was
Although he would make no esti His Excellency, Horace T. Cahill of
meet
Monday
night
at
7.30
at
th?
Christ,
he
is
a
new
creature;
old
j
from all indications a record num- \
■ ception to be given at Grand Army
going away finally and forever
Massachusetts. In January 1937 he
i things are passed away; behold, all ber of hunters will go after them. , mate as to the kill he predicted
j hall tonight by Anderson Camp High School building
from these men He had chosen.
that it would be “reasonably large" was elected Speaker of the House;
\
things
are
become
new"
ill
Cftr.
!
| Auxiliary. The National President
Shooting was to continue five with hunters finding the birds in November 1938 he was elected
Claremont Commandery, K. T. “I go unto Him that sent me
5:17). The citations from the Bible j
will also be present and other dis
days, not including Sunday. The j “more elusive and sporty than they Lieutenant-Governor.
and
none
of
you
have
asked
has a special meeting Monday night
1 Include the following passages: “Be- I kill will be limited to two birds per
tinguished guests.
As he is only 44. a self-made man.
expected."—By Dick Reed, Maine
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
for work on the orders of Red Cross me, “Whither goest thou?" and 1 loved, now are we the sons of God,
person a day and not more than! Development Commission.
SHADOWS BEFORE ■
because I have thus spoken sor
a tireless worker, a man of Integrity
and
Malta.
and lt doth not yet appear what we four for the entire season. EitherNov. 12—Waldoboro — "Jimmie and
row hath filled your heart. It is
who knows the needs of this grand
These features will attract paDick" at the High School auditorium.
! shall be: but'we know that, when he hens or cocks may be taken.
Nov. 12 — .
Limerock___
Valley
Pomona
expedient that I go away: for if
Old Commonwealth, my prediction
tronage at ®trand Theatre the
THEY
BROUGHT
GIFTS
______
.
supper
and
entertainment
will
shall appear, we shall be like him;
meets with Pleasant Valley Orange
In declaring the open season In- j
_______
may yet come true. Anyway, my
Nov ls-'- Poiif Wanu a Cracke?’ at | coming week: Sunday, Monday and
given Friday night at Penobscot I go not away the Comforter will
for wc shall see him as he is" (I land Fish and Game Commissioner Surprise Visiters Dropped In On Mr
not come unto you. If I go I will
wish is father to the thought.
O15SvC?^cSn^i1ting Club Fe»«t I Tuesday,
Ronald Colman and view Orange hall by Pleasant VaiJohn 3:2).
George J. Stobie said that it was
and Mrs. Augustus Dolliver
Albion B. Crocker
send him. Ye now have sorrow
and Frolic at Masonic hall.
I Prances Dee in "If I were King," | iev o ranee
granted largely for the purpose of
_____
Orand anVp^s”'tTob^Tirand aL n “f' Wednesday and Thursday. Barbara
_____
Somerville,
Mass.,
Nov.10.
but I will see you again and
At Rockland Methodist Church to
K?^v.,ls.i^A0n1nnuSOUhnobby show at J Stanwyck
and H«nrV J'°nda
, Rev. Howard A. Welch, former your heart shall rejoice. If ye morrow services will be: 9 30. Friend- checking the results of the propa-' Ten designing women invaded
gation project and he requested all, the beautiful town of Owl s Head
For a Christmas gift, why net
Community Building.
I "Mad Miss Manton
..... . .....
Friday and Rockland and Warren pastor, has shall ask anything of the Father, j ly Men’s Bible Class; 12, Baraca
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day^
he will give it to you in my 1 Class and Sunday school; 6.3C. Ep- hunters to report their kill to his Wednesday at noon, descending choose a box of our Stationery for
Nov. 24—Jimmie & Dick at Commun-^Saturday. Jane Withers in "Always , just completed six happy weeks of
Ily Building
Hitherto have ye asked I worth League; 10.30 a. m.. solos by organization. From these reports upon the charming heme of Mr. men and women? With name ar.d
1 service with the Columbia Street name
Nov 28—League ot Women Voters' in Trouble."
nothing
in my name; ask and | Lydia T. Storer, “By the Waters of Stobie expects to receive valuable and Mrs. Augustus Dolliver with address on sheets and envelopes cr
membership meeting.
------Baptist Church in Bangor.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
Information that will guide his de whom they took dinner. Their ne monogram on sheets and address on
ye
shall
receive, that your Joy
"Lend Me Your Baby" at Opera House
Babylon," Speaks; "Peace I Leave
Through an interchange of head-------Dec 6-8—Annual meeting ot Maine
may be full. These things I | With You," Dichmont; sermon sub- partment ln future pheasant propa farious scheme was not apparent envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a
lngs, the items regarding books! The American Legion Auxiliary
State Orange ln Augusta
until the unsuspecting hostess left box. We have some very attractive
have spoken unto you that in me | ject. "National Devotion or Things gation activity.
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church which appeared on page five of the Sewing Circle will meet Monday
Several areas in four of the open the dining room momentarily and boxes to select from at The Courlerfair
ye
may
have
peace."
| That Make a |People Great." 7.39
Dec. 8-9 — "Apron-String Revolt." Issue of Nov. 5 were credited to The j afternoon at 2 oclock. directed by
counties will remain closed. In upon her return found her place Oazette office. Three-day service
Here we have the whole, heart
Senior play at Rockland High School
p. m., young people's chorus and
Dec 9—Thomaston—Federated Ctrclc Public Library, whereas the author Mrs. Annie Alden. A covered dish
Lincoln the towns of Boothbay. heaped with gifts, commemorating guaranteed.—adv.
tf
to
heart,
talk
of
Jesus
spoken
Fair ln Congregational vestry
second of Sunday evening series oi
was Mrs. Oladys St. Clair Heistad. supper will be served at 6 with the
into the ears of His disciples, for addresses on Helps for today from Boothbay Harbor and Southport re-i her 34th wedding anniversary,
whose column is entitled •‘The Book regular Auxiliary meeting at 7.30.
their comfort; but as we now- Ancient Lives, the evening address main closed while ln Knox the resl- Felicitations and good wishes were
The hand made hooked rug which
Corner." The contributions of the
PRINTING
Social
know directed into our own souls being on the subject “The Man Who aential section of West Rockport followed by an afternoon of sew- Business
was so much admired at the VF.W librarian. Miss Eleanor H. WetherThe annual fair of Ruth May
Gcod quality. Low prices
and
the
area
east
of
No.
1
highway
ing
and
sociability.
as well. The vine and branches; J Lived Too Long," Gen. 5:27 “And all
hall, became the property of Mrs bee. appear in today's issue.
Drop me a card and I will call; no
hew Tent will be held Monday at
from the Rockport bridge to the At supper time five more cele- obligations. Mail Orders, write for
Florence Lamb.
O.A.R. hall. Mrs. Priscilla Smith abiding love; abiding hate and j the days of Methuselah were nine
finally abiding peace; and the i hundred sixty and nine years: and Junction of No. 1 highway and Bay brants Joined the happy group and Samples.
will be general chairman, aided by
View street in Camden will also the whole cheery performance was
A. W. DECROW
The
executive
committee
of
the
crux
of it all, this summation, ! he died."
Sunshine Society meets Monday
an efficient corps of workers at
Rockland. Me.
be barred to hunters. These areas gone through with again. The 125 Talbot Ave.,
First Baptist C. E. held its monthly
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the
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at the Central Maine rooms for
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the
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included
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business meeting Monday night at
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but
be
of
good
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“The Church of Christ" will be
work. Those attending will take
in the evening.
viduals
who
have
co-operated
in
Alvra
and
May
Gregory.
Herman
the home of Barbara Perry, the af
have overcome the world.”
the sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
sewing supplies
fair turning out to be a surprise
William A. Holman
Marstaller at the Littlefield Me raising and liberating the birds and and Thelma Stanley, Robert and
The Courier-Gazette received a
l»rty for Maynard Ames Those
morial Church Sunday morning at do not feel that they are sufficiently Louise Oregon-. Mrs Ida Simmons,
call this morning from Henry Tow’c
Home League of the Salvation
present were Barbara Perry. Vlr-|of
comm,nder of
At
St.
Peter's
Church
(Episcopal)I
‘O-30music will Include a se- plentiful to permit hunting, ac- Mrs. Minnie Cross. Mrs. Vesta
Army is serving a baked bean sup
cording to Stobie.
' Stewart, Mrs. Margaret Philbrook,
TO ORDER YOUR
ginia Egan. Eleanor Harper, Lillian
the Department of Maine, Sons of Rev E O. Kenyon, rector, the serv lection by the choir and a violin
per in the Army building at 477
The birds appear to be plentiful Ru'sell and Lucy Stewart anl MrsBates Gwendolyn MacDonald. Ken
solo
bjMiss
Barbara
Robinson.
4
1
Union Veterans of the Civil Wsr, ices for tomorrow will be appropri
Main street tonight
in all open sections and a large kill Lelia Worrey.
neth Hooper. Maynard Ames. An
who was accompanied by A. Law ate for the 22d Sunday after Trin children's story will precede the ser- ! is expected. Although they seem to -----------------------------------------------sel Young and Millard Hartmon.
The
church
school
meets
at
1
rence Calderwood his personal aid ity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
A box of pansies raised by Mrs.
be tame, officials say that they will
They have been visiting Maine munion at 730; church school at 11 45 and the Christian Endeavor a. make deceptive targets.
Roy Gasper of Thomaston found
Close
Do you want a good place to Csmps this week, and are here to- 9.33; Holy Eucharist and sermon at ® o clock. Praise service ar.d sermon
their way to the pansy editor’s desk
shooting guns and number six shot
at 7.15. the topic being "The Divine
spend an hour? You'll find it at cay to attend the reception to De-110.30; Vespers omitted,
Thursday. One blossom measured
are advocated. Long tails on the
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
Invitation.” The music will include
the First Baptist Christian En partment President Mae Cross.
birds will frequently cause hunters
3H inches in diameter.
Universalist
Vestry
a
selection
by
the
choir
and
a
solo
bv
[
At
the
Universalist
Church
Sundeavor. Sunday evening at 6.00
to undershoot, lt was said.
The October issue of Telephone day morning at 10.45 Dr. Lowe re- , Mrs. Ruby Allen. Prayer meeting
Eleanor Harper is to be the leader.
Pheasants were first introduced WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16
Important business is scheduled
turning
from
Boston
will
be
ln
the
|
Tuesday
night
at
7.30.
The
Ladies'
|
Topics
ls
notable
because
it
gives
a
All young people are invited In
in Maine in 1933. The department
DOORS OPEN 2.00 P. M.
for next Monday night's meeting -»f
termediate Christian Endeavor will profusely illustrated account of what pulpit and preach on the subject, Aid meets Wednesday night with of Inland Fish and Game launched
the Elks. The December meeting of
"Getting
Rid
of
Yourself.
”
H.
O.
I
Mrs.
Earl
Graves
on
Brewster
street.
meet at the First Baptist Church the telephone linesmen did toward
Books
Cakes
Candy
Axel E. Brunberg
the propagation program to pro
Rockland Lodge will be held on
Sunday afternoon at 4.00. There restoring order from the chaos cre Heistad wlll assist the quartet choir and the Woman's Missoinary Society vide another game bird for sports
Tel. 197-W
Patchwork
Tuesday night, the 13th. in order to
J will be election of officers
AU ated by the tropical hurricane. The as guest soloist. His many friends meets Thursday afternoon with men. Except for some work by in- |
give the members an opportunity to ivoung people from 12 through 15 foreword ls in the form of a letter will be interested in this announce Mrs. Emma Hill on James street.
Gadgets
Refreshments
414 Main St., Rockland
dividuals using eggs supplied by the J
• • • •
attend the meeting of the Lewiston
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of thanks to these devoted workers ment. The church school will meet
, arc eligible to Join.
lodge which will be having an of
The sermon Sunday morning at game farm the entire expense of
from President J. J. Robinson, presi in the vestry at the noon hour. Mrs.
ficial visitation Monday night.
Church is to
dent of the telephone company. Glover’s class and Dr. Lowe's class lh«
When Adriel U. Bird placed in
ush3r in “Anti-Gossip Week,” which
Through the thoughtfulness of excused for the day.
• * • •
I will be the first ln a series of "ApThe sermons to be given at the surance on his numerous places ol Thomas C. Stone, manager of the
■* A/ 5 .
•
v. ’ •
.
•
A •
,
Salvatlon Army services are: To- pHed Christianity Weeks" to be obFirst Baptist Church during the business in Massachusetts, he was Rockland-Belfast District, a consid
next three weeks are to deal in „ advised by friends with him at the erable number of copies has been r.lght. 7.30. open air service at Mam -^rved by this church. The triple
very practical way with applied time not to load UP wlth hurricane distributed in this locality.
ft School streets; 8 00 Christians' quartet will sing. The church
praise service. Sunday : 10, Sunday school with classes for all ages will
Christianity. A special subject will and flood insurance. But the shrewd
proprietor of many mercantile estab
at noon. The newly organAlumni of the Good Will Homes School; 11, holiness meeting. Capt.
be dealt with tn the sermon, then
lishments had ideas of his own on and Schools in Hinckley who are N. P. Simington will preach on 1Z€ci Intermediate C E. Society will
ah will be urged to go out and prac
that subject. “Costs only a little living in Maine will gather Friday "When the Holy Ghost is Come' HKt at 4 o'clock. The Senior Entice it during the week. The fol
more" said he; “guess I'll play." night. Nov. 18. at 6.30 o'clock at 6 30, Young Peoples' Legion; 7.30: deavor's inspiration hour will open
lowing weeks will be observed:
And now he is recovering for the the Sixth Street Congregational open air service at Main and School a( 6 o'clock with Elinor Harper as
•'Anti-Gossip Week." Nov. 13-19;
damage visited upon eight of his Church in Auburn, for a reunion streets; 8.C0, evangelistic service. the leader. The people's evening
“Anti-Grumble Week." Nov. 20-26;
stores in the recent disaster.
dinner under the auspices of the Lieut. John Phelan will preach cn rcrvice will open at 7.15 with the
"Anti-Grudge Week' Nov. 27-Dcc
prelude and big sing, assisted by
Maine Association of Former Good “The Divine Command."
3. These services will be held at
An exceptionally large attend- Will Boys and Girls. The singing
• * • «
the organ, piano and triple quartet.
10.30. and the triple quartet will
| ance marked Thursday night's of Oood Will songs, the election of
At the Congregational Church tha The second sermon in the series on
furnish the special music.
j meeting of Winslow-Holbrook Post, officers for the ensuing year, and unified service of public worship and “Ancient Wisemen In Modern At
! members of the Auxiliary and Sons
church school is at 10.30 a. m.. with tire," will be given by Mr. MacDon/Tne
THp mpptinty
Vamp mu
\lti- i of the
meeting of
ot tHp
tne Maine
Legion also being short entertainment will round ou*. the children sharing in the worship sld. The happy prayer and praise
■nsKWRWMBBI
the
evening.
Some
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cipal Association in Augusta Wed-1 m att<ndanw. upon the excellent
service and attending classes dur- meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.15.
will
be
made
at
the
dinner
concern

nesday was attended by City Treas-,
supper and the subse.
urer C. H. Morey, Tax Collector Carl quent proceedings. The Legion Or ing the celebration of the 50th an
Nelson, Overseer of the Poor Louie chestra were liberal with selections. niversary of the Good Will Homes
A. Walker. Auditor Jesse E Brad- Commander Brewer reporting 210 and Schools next summer from July
RadiOddities
street and A. J. Bird of the tax col paid memberships, was glad to 27 to July 30.
|0MY
MOSS THEY GOTij SON OF A KANSAS
lecting department.
They were
1----------- d COW-HAND. YOUNG
greet a member who had not pre
The Armistice Day exercises,
much impressed by what they viously been identified with the
CARSON GREW UP IN
planned by Winslow-Holbrook Pos;,
THE SADDLE...
learned about some other towns— Post Mrs. Libby, president of the
"DISCOVERED'BY
were carried out to the letter yes
amMhI
Mexico for instance. The tax rate
WENOai HALL, HE
Auxiliary reported 22 paid mem terday, under the favorable condi
HEADED EAST- BE
there is 74 mills. The tax on cabinet
bers.
Frank A. Winslow. guest tions of a rare November day. A
CAME A WHISTLING
radio sets Is $3.70 as compared with
SONG PLUGGER...
speaker, gave extracts from his large crowd turned out to sec the
SOON HE WAS MAX
$1.68 ln Rockland, and the tax on
new lecture, “The Children of Cal parade, which was under the direc
ING THE FIRST OF
table models in Mexico is $1.85 as
THE "HILI-BILLW
lander," and described for the tion cf Col. Ralph W, Brown J3
EYE OPENER! With all its ex’ra value, this Buick sedan lists at $51 less than last yea-!
RECORDS.
compared with 72 cents in Rockland
RECORDS MADE CARSON* HILL BlLLV SONGS
benefit of the Legionnaires, how grand marshal. The objectives of
FAMOUS... TURNED TO RADIO IN 1032 WITH
The tax rate in the adjoining town
It has a lot to dowith making Buick beau
T makes the eye <lad and grateful—
THE 8UCKAH00S ANO HAS BUN ON EVES SINCE.
the news of the signing of the Ar the procession were Winslow-Hol
COMPOSER OF 27H SONGS- MANV Of THEM
of Rumford is 68 mills. Rockland's
tiful,
this grand expanse of openness!
you
spot
that
the
instant
your
gaze
mistice was received here. Rev. C. brook Square at the corner of Park
HITS - HE NEVE# MAD A MUSIC LESSON <
a pretty good place to live in.
H Olds presented some highly in and Main streets, and Walter H.
takes in this sparkling Buick for 1939.
And like “catwalk-cooling": radiators
corriiom -<ns
teresting motion pictures of the Butler square at the corner of Mav
low where air pressure is greatest—and
Small s meat place on Upper Park
It
’
s
sleek
and
swift
and
businesslike,
encampment of the 153d Field Ar erick street and Broadway, wnere
street resumes business as usual?
(he lines of the bonnet: broad,clean, aerolean
and
clean
in
every
line,
the
trim
tillery, which Supt. George J- Cum re-dedication exercises were im
starting today—adv.
135-136
dynamically
better—Buick's stepped-up
ming and he attended as members. pressively conducted by Com
bonnet low-set, the graceful upper-struc
visibility
both
sets a pattern and fills a
“Stills" on interesting subjects mander Austin P Brewer with Rev.
ture light-and-airy looking, neat and fine.
completed
the
entertainment.
H.
R.
Winchenbaugh
acting
as
function.
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
Will you step in, please, and look it over?
chaplain in the absence of Chap
and
So take a good look into its bigger, better,
Rummage sale at Odd Fellows hall lain C. H. Olds. In tha evening the
OWL'S HEAD GRANGE
Why, it’s almost like being in an open
Present
broader outlook. It's one thing among
Tuesday. Nov. 15; doors open at 9. adv scene shifted to the Community
car, with the outlook you've got here!
Building where beano and dancing
many that Block's got that you’ll want in
“POLLY (WANTS
BORN
furntshed entertainment until a
your next automobile.
A CRACKER”
The long nose tapers quickly out of eye
GCSHEE—At
Camden
Community late hour.
Two-Act Comedy at
Hospital. Nov. 9, to MT aftd Mrs Al
way, the pillars modestly retire to the
bert GuShee. a son
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE
Anderson—At
LUcette
Maternity
background, overhead stop lights drop
READ
ALL
THE
NEWS
NO OTHER CAR IN THE WORLD
HALL
Home. Thomaaton. Nov. 9. to Mr and
into easy vision—ahead, to right, to left,
Mrs. William J. Anderson, a son—Ron
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
HAS ALL THESE FEATURES
aid Matti.
Tuesday, November IS
you can sec!
8.00 P. M.
4 DYNAFIASH VALVE-IN.HEAO ST#AIOHT-EIOHT ENGINE
4 BUICOIl TORQUE.E#EE SERINGING 4 ORE ATE# VISI6ILITY
Admission 20e and Se
DIED
’l he ruler will tell you there are as much
LOVES ALL MUSIC.. LIKES
4 HANDISHIET TRANSMISSION 4 ROOMIER UNISTEEl BODY 1Y
Farnsworth—At Camden, Nor10.
TO FISH ANO PUTTERas 413 added square inches of safety
Fred Farnsworth, age 72 years Funeral
EISHER 4 TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE 4 TIETOE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
•ROUNO HIS 157 ACRE
^F||
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the residence
4 CROWN SERINO CLUTCH 4 “CATWALK - COOLING ' 4 OOFARM AT PLEASANT
plate glass in this Buick, and these inches
Kane—At Portland, Nov. 9. Mary
T1ONALREAR AXLE OEAR RATIOS 4 FLASH-WAY DIRECTION
VALIEV. N.Y. TO WHICH
Alice
Kane,
aged 50 years,
seven
HE HOPES TO RETIRE
SIONAL 4 SEIE-BANKINO KNEE-ACTION FRONT SERINOINO
arc placed where they count.
months, 19 days.
Services at the

Hillcrest Homestead

*938 NOVEMBER >9»

With Gun
_____
The greatest game hunt in Maine
history started Thursday morning ’
when nimrods could legally shoot
pheasants ln all but a few sections
. „
.
,„
i
of tlie six counties of Knox. Waldo,
Lincoln. York, Cumberland and

$1

lu 2

10 11 12
8
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2021 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 30

,

TALK OF THE TOWN

DO NOT FORGET

CALENDARS
FOR 1939

BOOK MART

The
Bald Mountain Co.

It’s got looksand so have you!

by Squier

I

★

BURPEE'S
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-36$ MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

SOME DAY... HIS
PET PEEVES ARE
GOLF ANO RIDING
ON SUBWAVS.

Russell Home at 10 a. m. today. In. terment In Achorn cemetery
Clark—At Appleton. Nov. 10. John.
Leslie Clark, aged 66 years,
tour'
months .11 days
Services today at 2
J p m. Interment In Appleton
Wolrott—At Camden. Nov. tl. Floral
I Huntley, wife of Harry Wolcott Serv
ices at the Russell parlors. Rockport.
Sunday at 2 p. m. Interment In Cam-

CARSON ROBISON £ BUCKAROOSl
HEARD EVERV MONDAY NIGHT ON THE
NBC Bt_ue NETWORK

★

★

★

— . .J
eUer buu Buick the Beunlifr
F,aiy en the eye—easy to huy—on General Motors Terms!

or

rrtupiAR OE
of OENERAt
oenfrki MOTORS
motors VALUE
value
EKEMEIAR

1 den.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank kind friends and
neighbors for the gifts, cards, con
gratulations. boxes of chocolates, fruit,
and candles presented to us In ob
servance of our 60th wedding anni
versary.

Mr, and Mrs. Prank Crabtree

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

THERE
IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

AND
THAT IS v_. V7 1 He

TAKE home a bot,tle
BEWARE OE Il\rATR)X(S.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
TEL. 10C0-W

712 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND. ME.

RVery-OtKer-Day
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■> here and they are ail related.
I ! Wliat a story lies in the log of
| that voyage. A sight seeing pleaMr. and Mrs. Leman Young en Reviewing Rachel Field's Finest
Book—“Falls Short T a Critic
A. B. Crocker
I j sure voyage and “he that hath
tertained last weekend Mr. and Mrs
Thinks
,—i — — —
| eyes to see, let him see.’’ It may be
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor Alfred Young of Bath, Mr. and
LEARN
ABOUT
THEM
AT
OUR
Mrs.
Henry
Leighton
of
Bar
Harbor,
Old
Ironsides
received
her
name
,^la^
Black Cat can tell me bow
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Certain to occupy a prominent
,
.v » , .u .
„»• I many years ago I read "Around the
Mrs. Mary Moore, Mrs. Vida Hayfrom the lact that her planking of \Xfr\»"lzT
'/ In XPIrrl-ttK
B
nrt if zxl 11 »i a
place in "the best sellers'’ and
_ „ World in
Eighty TAnne
Days'’' ♦travelling
Mrs. John Miller was a Portland i Mrs. Arnold Levensaler was guest cock and daughters Hester and Pae
I oak was so hard tlie cannon balls Eflst
“What America is reading", is "Ah
It must be at least 60 years.
visitor Thursday.
■ Tuesday of Mrs. Castner Blaisdell j Ellen. Mr. Smith of Oouldsboro, Mr.
7.15 O’CLOCK
This and Heaven Too'' by Rachel j
from the guns of the enemy ships ■
N. C. C. 2
Miss Alfreda Ellis, a student at at Pemaquid Palls.
| and Mrs Arnold Allen and three
THANKSGIVING MENUS FEATURED
This story,
bounced off her sides and did no
Somerville. Mass., Nov. 7.
Farmington Normal School, aceom- | Mr. and Mrs- Walter Verge of I children
Rockport andI Mr, and Field (Macmillan).
based on tiuth that is stranger than '
damage. In 1897 the Dutch govern- ,
panied by Miss Vivian Norton of Melrose, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs’ Herbert York and three chl1'
Action, combines the drama of one
|drtl1 of Damaib •-t:a Mll,s
MEDOMAK
I ment built a pilot boat and she [
Farmington are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason.
of the most notorious murder cases
...
.
Mrs. Annie Dennisci has respent
30
years
in
service
in
the
Mrs. Otis Ellis and of Mrs. Alden
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess
,
,
in France with a period of American 1
Mr. and Mrs Chester Carter a“d
„ ,.
. ... .
.
.
turned from an extended trip
Johnston of Rockland over the holi tc Bridge
! North Sea and English Channel.
Club Wednesday night, i
history covering the New England
M s Julia Osi?r called on friendR
Those present were Mrs BessieIthrough, Ne’ York State. She ac- and New York of 1850 to 1875 Toe
day and weekend.
Then she was replaced by a pilot in New Harbor recently.
and Mrs. Ernest
The Eusy Bodies met at Grange Kuhn. Mrs. William Flint, Mrs. C. «“nPanied Mrsteamer and finally sold to an Eng
and
Mrs
Fred
Mrs. Ida Collamore spent las*,
B. Stahl, Mrs. A. E. Boggs. Mrs. °ra>an®nd Mr
Hall Thursday night.
lish party.
weekend with Mrs. Chester Benner
Mr and Mrs. Albert Benner. Miss Willis Crowell. Mrs. William Labe d01 jn
After her 7’4x7 oak frames were
in Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs Jesse Sleeper. Mrs
set up they were left for a year to
Barbara Benner and Russell Hilton , and Mrs Kenneth Weston.
_
.
t, , u r, u j b , v o. ui Flora Baum, daughters Dorothy
Mr and Mrs. Astor Willey were
season before any more building
are spending a few days in Boston
Capt Ralph Pollard. Ralph Stahl.
, .
''
„
„
_
and Joan motored to Brunswick
was carried on. In her underwater Rockland visitors Thursday,
and Providence.
Roy Mack. Garland Day and Fos- ,
_
.
. ,,
,,
...
. last Saturday to meet Miss Alice
length of 75 feet there is one butt
Mr. and Mr.-. M. 3 Shum.tn
Mrs Jennie Benner accompanied ter Jameson visited King Hiram s
whQ returned wUh them
in most cf her planks and never passed last week with treir children
by Mrs John Smith of Thomaston Council Wednesday in Rockland.
;
She returned to Portland Sunday
more than two in her three-inch in Camden.
visited Thursday in Weeks Mills, | Miss Jessie Keene of Gorham is with Mr and Mrs. Scott Kittredge.
planking.
I Miss Pauline McLain has rcwhere they were dinner guests of (in town for the holiday and weekMrs. Eva Sleeper has returned
She is now owned in the United tu ned from South Hiram.
Mr. and Mrs. William Doe.
, end.
home after visiting her son Henry
States and still in active service.
Mrs Prtd Maloney who lias been
Mrs. C. B. Stahl accompanied by i Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn were in Whiting. Ind.. and friends in
She is 92 feet over all, schooner v|skjng kfr daughter Mrs C. II.
her sister, Mrs. Perley Damon of Woolwich visitors WednesdayRockford. Ill.
rigged, with a square sail on her shuman> has return»d to Cushing.
Rockland were Portland visitors, Mrs. Emma Potter has returned
Raymond Aja of Barre. Vt.. was
foremast. She carries a mains",
,,
Thursday.
! from Portland where she visited
Mrs. Regina Carter and son and
'guest Thursday and Friday of Mr
mamtops'l. fores'l, fisherman foreMrs Freda Collamore spent last
James Waltz made a visit Tues- j Mrs. Roland Waltz,
and Mrs. Jesse Sleeper.
stays'l, jib. jibtops'l, squares'l and
Saturday
in Rockland.
day in Portland.
Mrs. Joseph Brooks Joseph Brooks Judge and Mrs- Oscar Emery of
raffle, and has auxiliary Diesel
Mr.
and
Mrs. L. W. Osier and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons of Jr. accompanied by Mrs. Carroll Bar Harbor haye Wn
at
engines.
Eoston arrived Thursday to spend Merrill of Rockland visited Monday j M Bartlett s whiie Judge Emery
She left Gloucester, Mass.. Nov, children visited Sunday wtth Mrsthe weekend with Mrs. Parson's, in Portland.
PmchM
5. 1933 with 17 persons on beard for W. L. Hilton at Broad Cove. ,
attended Court. They retumed;
RUTH CLUFF
parents Mr. and Mrs. C. B Stahl.
| Mrs. Florence Shuman and Ar- home Wednesday. Miss Mary BartRachel Held
Mrs Astor Willey pent a few
an 18-month cruise around the
HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
world sailing westward via Panama d2>'s recently with her parent; at
Dr. and Mrs Franklin Randolph (tliur Chute have been recent vis!accompanied them for a short
Everyone Invited
Food Given Away
and daughter Constance, visited j tors in Gorham.
visit.
Canal and arrived back in Glouces- Dutch Neck
heroine,
Henriette
Deluzy-DesWednesday in Portland.
ter May 5. 1935. ten minutes over
Eugene Genthner has moved
Mr and Mrs. Hervey Allen of
Mr and Mrs. Randall Hopkins portes. a woman of rare gifts, fortiMrs. Rena Crowell, Republican Rutland were supper guests Thurs- ^ave moved to the Eugene Har- tude and magnetism, lived as gover————18 months.
from Long Island to the K?nne.jy
State Ccmmitteewoman. was guest day of Mrs
g Kuhn. Mrs. rington house recently vacated bv t'-tss in the ill-fated household of
in Taunton. Mass. where Mr. Watts
cldest P««>n on board was Keene hcus? for the winter.
UNION
------------------- *
at the Blaine Mansion Thursday at Alien later that evening addressed Mr. and Mrs Harold Rackliffe. Mr. and Due and Duchesse de Praslin.
has a position as weaver in the rayon the doctor (not the cook this time)
aged
50.
a
World
War
veteran;
the
a victory luncheon given by Mrs.; ,be Community Garden Club on Hopkins is having a week's vacation and became unwittingly the pivot
OWLS
HEAD
mill
Mrs. Philip Bryer and children
_
..
u youngest aged 18. Four of the voyLewis O Barrows
The luncheon ,.Roc[, Gardens"
Irom Baums Market.
about which that famous crime re- of Searsport have been guests two
The Womens Community Club
,
Xv\Xlbtheir^ff^tsTX ietm
MerIe S C*Stner and Herma:l
Mr and
Robert Finson wlved ln 1847
faced a hostUe weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Edward i.eid th? iirst meeting of the month agers were women, one being the
Th? first and second degrees Will
party for their efforts in the recent Ca£tn€r went Prlday t0
ma(Je &
{o
former
police. pleading her own case before Mathews.
on the subject; "Noted Artists of *'fe of lh* fklPPer: onc joined at be wo:kad Monday night on two can“ETTLu morv n.v
cns- Mass
attend a reunion of t-n Nantucket recently. Their re- the Chance Her of Prance ln the
‘eft at Singapore, didates in the Grange.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving French and the World." this to observe Art yahlt‘;_a“d
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was guest thp
^. pield
n „a severe murder trial that was the sensor
Just trace on your maps the route
the 303d Hpa
Heavy
Field Artillerv
Artillery, fnrn
turn was delayed owing ,to
son hartley are visiting Mrs. Eliza- Week. Chairman Miss Ida Rob
The Farm Bureau will hold an all
speaker at Biddeford Thursday befrom Gloucester to the Panama
They will also visit in Cambridge, storm which prevented boats runcontments and helped
Hawes.
bins handled her subject with ease
cay meeting Wednesday. The sub
Milford. Mass., and Wilton N H.r.ing to the mainland.
a French Km8 from the throne. It
Mrs EdWjn Emerson. Miss Ray- and thoroughness, her illustrations Canal to Galapogos. thence 3.000 ject "Folding Without Wrinkles"
Progressive Grange entertained at
Mr and Mrs. Fred Bowers of k. in fact, the story of Rachel Fields Chei Emerson. Mrs. A. T Norwood shown by Mrs. Edna McKinley; miles to Pitcairn Island (of Bounty will be presented by the cloth ng
, supper and an entertainment FriWinthrop. Mass have been visit- own great'aunt for aft€r ’'inning of warren and Mrs. Zena Nelson reading by Mrs Addie Mitchel and mutineer fame).
leader. Mrs. Evelyn Ross. Mrs Mar
This island is only a dot on the
day night. Veterans of Foreign Wars ing Mrs Bowers' sister. Mrs. Lena 1 er ‘reedcra' Henriette took refuge were djnner guests Tuesday of Mrs. a brief review of Leonardo Da Vinci
garet Margesm is chai: man cf the
Pacific Ocean. A mile and a half
in America where she married the [ A]ic€ Robbins
by Mrs. Mabel Tuttle with illustradinner committee.
Mrs. Carroll Genthner went Wed- 'of Pci«ndship and all ex-s<«diers in Simmons for two weeks,
long, three-quarters cf a mile wide,
youngest of four famous brothers,
Irving Rich and father William tions by Mrs. Emerson of Warren.
nesday to Waterbury. Conn, where Waldoboro Mrs- Oeorge Greenlaw Mrs. Marion Arey who has been
The Orange play "Polly Wants a
Henry M. Field,preacher, editor and Rich of Searsport are on a week's Miss Robbins also engaged the ex and about 1.000 feet high. There is
she will visit for a week
sened
chainnan of the supper
patient at Knox Hospital. reno anchorage here, and no boats C.acksr w^l be presented Nov. 15
hunting trip in northern Maine.
hibition of original work by Maine
Mrs Warren W. Creamer and Mrs. fommittee and Robert Fairbrother turned last Saturday to her home at U!?'er
can land. The natives can come out at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Charles Robertson were visitors had charge of th€ enterUinment. Waterman's Beach.
1 Whlle «Teat-aunt Henriette was
Star Circle will serve a public artists, which is owned and loaned
Mrs Allan Holt is residing in Bos
to the vessels in their specially
known
only
as
a
legend.
Miss
Field,
dinner Thursday in charge of Mrs. by the Maine Federation of
Forget-me-not Chapter. OES
ton fo: the winter.
Wednesday in Wiscassest where I Harold Clark and Leon Benner
built
boats.
35
feet
long
with
sail
_ trip.
r
held Its annual inspection Monday with the aid of som< of 0,6
Aubyne Hawes and Mrs Elizabeth Women's Clubs, with 40 studies in
Mrs Robertson is serving on the 'are on a hunting
and they are expert boatmen. The
Floyd
Pickard
of
Bangor
spent
night which Mrs. Gertrude Boody. SMns 0,81.
come down t0 hw Hawes.
many mediums. While she read the
Jury
island
was visited by the whole COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
.. *Flanders,
K.uuv.0, ev».
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hoyt of South brief lecture, members of the club
Harold W
son u*
of Mr the holiday and weekend with Mrs. D.D.G.M. as inspecting officer "hen a child—farm?, papers, official
WORK WONDERS
ship's
crew
There are 200 persons
and Mrs. John Flanders and Hazel Pickard and children at Kaler's Mrs. Boody gave a pleasing talk documents on the murder case, old union left Tuesday for Florida, displayed the pictures
L Creamer daughter of Robert Corner.
and made no corrections. Worthy r-ewsPaPers’ histories, and stories, They will be guests of Mr. and
Creamer were united in marriage I Mrs Jennie Benner will be a din- Matron Mrs. Lottie Crowley, on be- l€ft b> Henriette s contemporaries— jjrs q q Brackett inMedford, i The public is cordially Invited to
Wednesday night by Rev. O. G.'ner 8uest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. | half of the Chapter presented a gift has Produced a breath-taking story.; Mass., for a few days.
the C.MP Co. cooking
school to
Barnard. The ceremony took place R°>' Watson of Rockland.
tc Mrs. Boody. Goldenrod Chap-; It
It bears
bearl such
such aa tang
tang of
of truth,
truth- that
that| Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Athern and be run Wed.Nov. 16 .in I OOF.
it is difficult at times to realize that son Dennis. Miss Ruth Moody and hall. Union. Food cooked given to
in the newly furnished apartment I Mr- and Mrs George Boggs were ter of Rockland and Harbor Light
HEAD CAST OF “PROBATION” FILM
of the couple. They were attend- Eoston visitors Friday and Satur-Jcf Rockport were guests. Other the
thc meager
meager historical facts have William Mitchel of Burkettville audience. No admisson. All weled by Mi. and Mrs. James Harkins , da>'Chapters represented were Colonial h6”1 buUt up by rumor and were supper guests Sunday of Lily come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
Pendleton. Camden.
' o'clock Thanksgiving menus will
Jr.
I Mr. and Mrs. John Smith of cf Winthrop, Mass, and Grace of imagination
All This and Heaven Too'' canThe Woman's Community Club fcc featured—adv. 132. 133. 135. 136
Thomaston were callers Wednesday Thomaston.
at Mrs. Jennie Benner's.
I Mrs Lena Simmons entertained 1,01 ** likened 10 "Time Out of (will meet Tuesday at 2.30 with th° I
-----------------(Solution to previous puzzle i
A. E. Boggs leaves Sunday for a ' at her home Monday in honor of Mlnd"Miss Field s finest book thus Daldoboro Woman's Club.
The
FRIENDSHIP
HciaImIpisL business trip to AroostookCounty,
her sister. Mrs. Jennie Bowers of far—*Rhough it bears the same • Union Club will furnish the pro-----------------Winthrop.
The guests, former cliann and spontaneity of writing.'gram. Those wishing transporta-j
The public is cordially invited to neighbors of Mrs. Simmons were Miss Field makes her characters tion will call Mrs. Alfred Hawes. I William Sidensparker of Warrsn ‘
the C.MP Co. cooking school to Mrs. Lizzie M. Hill of Thomaston.
fl<3h and blood; they live and
The “Mothers’ Club" met Monday was a recent caller at Percy Win •
capaw’s.
be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in IOOP. Mrs. Celia Hurd, Mrs. Georgia Snow move as we see them. Again sue afternoon with Mrs. Loretta Rich
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis and (
hall. Union. Food cooked given to Miss Jennie Putnam. Mrs. Delia di£PlaI's
canniness in brief desAt the Methodist Church worship
audience. No admisson. All wel- Robinson. Mrs. Elizabeth Babb. Mrs. crjption- and frcm cover to cover i Sundaybegins at 10.The adult choir daughter Gertrude and Marjorie
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 Jennie Pierce. Mrs Nettie Griffin sbe sliows herself a master in hold- , will sing “I MustTell You of My Davis of Port Clyde visited Sunday |
o'clock Thanksgiving menus will and Miss Louise Butler
lbe thread of suspense. One Father." The junior choir has pre- at R. R. Thompson's.
be featured —adv. 132. 133. 135, 136
____________
would think perhaps that the move- pared "We Give Thee But Thin?
Several members of the Adventist
-----------------jJQpr
ment of the sU>r>’ might slow Own." The pastor, L. F. Ross, will Church attended the Conference
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
____
down when transferred from France, preach on the subject "Christianity meetings at Weeks' Mills last week
WORK WONDERS
The public is cordially invited to 10 New Er®‘and But not so Even ' and Nationality." The League meets end.
the CMP. Co. cooking school to ’ben Henriette becomes Mrs.. promptly at 6 under the leadership
Paul Simmons is building a house
' be run Wed. Nov. 16 ,in I.OO.F Henry M. Field and settles down to' of Miss Natalie Nason and Mrs. near the home cf his parents, Mr.
hall, Union. Food cooked given to th< duties of a preacher's wife.' Ross. The Leaguers are planning a and Mrs. Owen Simmons on Brad
audience. No admisson. All wel- there
a certain exciting element hike to take place two weeks from ford's Point.
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 pervading the scene. Some review- now. The evening service begins at
Maurice Chadwick and family,
i o'clock. Thanksgiving menus will ers bave taken exceptions to the 7 p. m., with special music by the who have been ill with grippe, are
{be featured.—adv. 132. 133, 135, 136 Introduction cf such figures as young people. The junior choir will
gaining slowly.
r.William Cullen Bryant, Harriet meet Wednesday after school for re
10
B
9
b
4
1
1
Callers Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
hearsal
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
May

NORTH WALDOBORO ®Therlf s*wc’ PeUr, 2°°?^'
K. E. Thompson's were Mr. and Mrs.
_____
Fanny
Kemble,
the
great
Rachel,
nard
Lucas.
3
14
2
II
A "Waist-line" party will be held Clarence Benner and Richard Ben
Mr. and Mrs Percy Leach of Pe- "nd Abraham Lincoln—but they
Jane Bryan and Ronald Reagan carry love interest in “Girls on
W
Monday
at 730 in the Methodist ves ner of Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. Al- Probation."—adv.
nobscot
passed
last
weekend
with
’
ere
figures
of
that
great
period
lb
17
15
mon Hall and son True, and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Wesley Mank
j wid lend glamour as a picture of try, sponsored by the Ladies' Aid.
Geneva Hall of St. George.
Small
aprons
and
overalls
have
been
2.0
Mrs Guy McGuire of Jefferson Great-Aunt Henriette's life in New
21
19
16
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beckett were
visited Monday at the heme of her Fngland. Another reviewer points distributed to members and friends
w
Augusta
visitors Wednesday.
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Carroll.
that in the latter part of the of the church. These are to be taken
2b
i 23
24 W 25
21
Mr. and Mrs- Lexton Mank who ' book the accomplishments and gifts to the party with js many pennies
Mr.
and
Mrs. Rodney Davis cf
W
in
the
pocket
as
each
owner
meas

Port
Clyde
were guests Sunday of
foi
several
weeks
were
in
Jeffersor.
{
the
Field
family
occupy
too
much
30
‘IF I WERE KING”
29
26
27
where Mr. Mank has had employ- {£Pace. Personally I cannot feel that ures in inches around the waist-line. Miss Sadie Davis. Mrs. Sarah Seaw
W
ment. returned home Wednesday ’«y even though perhaps Cyru3 A thoroughly enjoyable social eve vey of Cushing is visiting Miss Davis
1 31
31
Merlin Eugley is one of the sue- Field and the laying of the Atlan- ning is planned with a “Sidewalk for two weeks.
w
I
cessful
nimrods, having shot a dee: He Cable are given over attention. Interview,” games, songs, and rei7
n
Word has been received of the
3b
35
33 34
yet it was an epochal event for that freshments. “A Tragedy In a Light- death of Mrs. Susie (Thompson)
recently.
w
A pound party and social will be Hme- Henriette always dominates house,” a pantomime, will be put on Carter, formerly of this town.
41
i 39 40
41
held Tuesday night at Maple tbe scene; no matter what other by members of the Epworth League.
A formal tea was given Armistice
Grange hall for the benefit of a io-: figures are present, even famous
w 4b
43
44
45
MICKIE SAYS—
j ones she ever stands out, vigorous, Day by Miss Natalie Nason to the
cal family.
French students and faculty of the
Miss
Myrtle
Fisk
of
Damariscotta
vitalvaliant,
51
50
49
48
47
called Monday aftemoon at Alice j The only part of the story that High School at the Methodist par
WHO SELLS TH' MOST GOODS'?
w
Duncan’s.
{ falls short on my opinion is the very sonage. French songs were rehearsed
TH' FELLER WHO STAMPS
NV' ' '
54
53
52
'ROUND MUM LIKE A CLAM,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winchen last; it is difficult to be reconciled with (the help of Mrs. Leo Ross.
w
OR TH' HUSTLER WHO CALLS
bach passed last Saturday evening to leaving Henriette to face illness These songs will be sung at some
|5b“
ATTEWriOH TO WHAT HE'S
55
and pain meaning eventual death. future High School assembly. The
at Belle Sprague's.
GOT TO SELL AMO MAKES
That fate does not seem fair to such French language was spoken at the
A <5000 SELLING TALK
a gallant figure, even though we tea and (French games formed part
HUSTLERS ALWAYS
PORT CLYDE
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
ADVERTISE •
know she would meet such a situa- of the afternoon’s enjoyment. In
1-Untanned calf skin 43-ltalian city (abbr.) 12—Girl's name (short)
14-Universal light
Worship in the Baptist chapel will tion with courage and good sense, i keeping with the spirit of Armistice
4-Period of darkness 45- Perch
16-lreiand
46- Chum
8-Large monkey
begin at 2 o'clock Sunday. The pas Yet, like thousands of others, who °ay, individual aspic salads with
20-Egyptian god
V-Dogma
11-Pressed
tor will take as sermon topic “The are not satisfied with the endings small American flags were served,
22- Secretes
49-A baking dish
13-More relieved
Godly Man, His Confidence." Bible of stories, it is not easy to decide together with a variety of sand
52-Church official (pi.) 23- Ward off
15-To incapacitate
24- Sound
54- Part of the eye
school will convene at 3. The Chris just how Great-Aunt Henriette's wiches, cocoa, cake and stuffed dates.
17- Small money bag
55- Long-eared equine 26-A tree
Earle Griffin and Carl Newbert
18- Half a score
tian Endeavor service will be at 6 full and busy life should have ar
56- Part of an egg (pi.) 28-To freeze
19- Make a mistake
have
each shot deer.
rived
at
its
close,
nor
how
the
final
with
Aaron
Simmons,
leader;
eve

30- An insect
57- Dress material
21- lnsect egg
Harry Dotin and daughter Ruth
ning praise service at 7; weekly chapter of “All This and Heaven
31- Waits upon
22- Pronoun
34-Fictitious stories
Too” should have been written. Per of Augusta were dinner guests Sun
prayer service Thursday night.
23- Pertaining to Asia
VERTICAL
3 5-Den
25-Note in Guido's scale
haps Henriette had not long to day at Frank Watts’.
37-Cat
27- Exists
Miss Inez Butler, who has employ
wait, for the headstone over her
SOUTH UNION
40- Plural suffix
1- Young goat
28- Four
ment
at rflockport, was home last
41Complete
grave
bears
the
simple
wording;
2lnflammation
of
the
29- Green spots in a
42- Hindu mendicant
Iris
The public is cordially invited to “Henriette Desportes, Beloved Wife weekend.
desert
devotee
3- Assumes an attitude
31- Expert flyers
Mr. and Mrs. (Francis Watts are
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to of Henry M. Field, March 6, 1875”
44-Born
4- Bird beak
32- Liquid measure
and we note that the dates of the
be
run
Wed.
Nov.
16
,in
I.OOF.
46Fondle
5Loite
rs
33- Penetrate
47- Chinese plant
6- Pronoun
hall, Union. Food cooked given to final chapters of her life were 1851- pertaining to the Praslin Murder
36- A highway (abbr.)
48- Attempt
Being a king's right-hand man is just as troublesome as being a king,
Case, and also a list of other books
37- Chemieal symbol for 7- Knock
audience. No admisson. All wel 1875.
50- Combining form.
8- Breeziest
Ronald Colman finds out in his latest picture, when, as Francois Villon,
iron
In
the
author
’
s
acknowledgment
relative
to
the
period
which
contain
come.
Come
Wednesday
at
7.15
Middle
9- lmplement for mix
he swings from the Paris streets to 'the seat of power. Basil Rathbone Is
38- Drunkard
o’clock. Thanksgiving menus will Miss Field gives a full and compre meaty reading.
51- Doze
ing substances
39- Torment
King Louis XI, the crafty monarch who made Villon ruler of France, In
53-Very
hensive
list
of
books
and
articles
JO-Before
Reviewed
by
G.
S.
H.
be featured.—adv. 132. 133, 135, 136
,42-Marsh
this scene from Frank Lloyd’s “If I Were King.”—adv.
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A Riot Of Color
Bowling At Cascade Alleys
Has Reached Spectacular l
Stage

Page Fivt

TWENTY YEARS AGO THESE TWO CONTINGENTS MARCHED AWAY TO WAR

Correspondent

A great many persons who saw
the eclipse of the moon Monday
night without doubt took it for
granted that it was being caused by
a regular and accepted phenomena
of the celestial bodies, but those on
the inside at Vinalhaven knew that
it was being caused by the appear
ance of the Ganders bowling team
in new and resplendent bowling
uniforms, and this, coupled with the
re-appearance of those
scarlet
breasted Skippers caused the moon
to hide her lovely face in shame and
mortification. When the rainbow
hued contestants squared away at
each other at the old Cascade Alleys, gravitational attraction was
being demonstrated in the heavens
outside, while Lady Luck was being
pulled first one way and another by
the pull of grace and beauty inside,
When Gene Hall encases his j
manly figure in his scarlet and'
white uniform advances, lithely and
blithely to the bowling platform and
then proceeds to roll one off the al
ley it certainly is a thing of beauty '
and • Joy forever. It would almost
seem as if Lady Luck did not know \
wtiich set of bowlers to smile upon,
for while the Ganders won the first
string by 20 pins the Skippers
skipped right back into the lead
with a 24 pin win In the second, and
when the results were totted up for j
the third it was announced by the
score keeper that the match had
come out a tie.
Everybody got so excited over this
announcement that no one bothered
to check the figures over so as to
be sure, and coats came off again in j
a hurry and the battle was con
tinued. If it had been close and
exciting up to the last string it was
doubly so all during the roll-off
and there was no time when more
than ten pins separated the two
teams, most of the time, only one
or two.
Things went along in this dingdong fashion right up to the last!
two frames of the anchor men.
Banker Sanborn and Postmaster
Drew, when Link who had been
going pretty good all evening made
a nice spare while the P M. just
missed his chance
gave

Services at Union Church Sunday
are: At 10 a. m., Men's Bible Class,
with Rev. Kenneth Cook; Sunday
school in the vestry at 10 a. m.; 11
a. m., Rev. Mr. Cook will take as his
subject "Jesus The Way;'' soloist,
Harry L. Coombs; Junior League.
4 p. m.; Christian Endeavor, 6 p. m.:
evening service, 7; prayer meeting,
Tuesday at 7.
Housekeepers at Union Church
Circle Thursday were Mrs. Henry
Newbert, Mrs. Emma Holbrcok, Mrs
Grace Lawry and Mrs. Flora Brown,
The Lions Club met Thursday j
night in Union Church parlor. Rev. i
Kenneth Cook was guest speaker, hls
subject "Finding the Meaning of I
Life."
The first meeting of the season I
was held Wednesday by the Butter- .
flies at the home of Mrs. Benjamin 1
Patrick.
Rev. K. F. Kimball was recent
guest of Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
Ccok at Union Church parsonage.
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained "The
Tournament" Wednesday .
M:s. Sada Robbins was hostess
Thursday to the Non Eaters Club.
Mother and Daughter Club met
Thursday with Mrs. Forrest Make-.
Entertainment featured beano.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mclntoso
have returned from Boston.
E. M. Hall and F. L. Roberts re
turned Thursday from Rockland
where they attended King Hiram
Council.
Annual meeting of Moses Webster
Lodge was held Tuesday night, these
officers being elected: W. M.. George
Lawry; senior warden, Curtis Web
ster; Junior warden. F. L. Roberts;
senior deacon, F. M. White; junior
deacon, David Duncan; treasurer,
E H. Bradstreet; secretary, C. L.
Boman; finance committee, G. A.
Lawry. Curtis Webster. F. L. Roberts.
Annual meeting of the Mink Club
will be held Thursday. All Minks,
within the smell of poison bait are
requested to attend and make this
a “grand Mink meeting." Grand
High Minkie Mink, W H. Ingerson:
grand secretary. O V. Drew; grand
master of work. S. L. Winslow; will
make their official visit and inspect roll off to the Ganders by six pins j
the working of degrees. Telegrams and the Skippers gracefully ac- [
from out of town members are ex oepted defeat. A thorough check
pected to arrive during the meeting. up the next day however revealed
Refreshments will feature a big an error of one pin that would have j
stew and plenty of date pies. Signed given the Skippers the match, but
G.H.MM.. Waiter Ingerson.
they have made no serious com
• • • •
plaints to date, feeling they got
Mrs. Goldie A. Arey
their moneys worth in excitement
. Mrs. Goldie Allen Arey died at her
and thrills.
home Nov. 6 She was the daugh
Gene Hall said it was worth 80
ter of Oscar and Hattie (Wads
cents any time to see Captain i
worth) Allen, and was born in this Grimes in the blue and gold of the!
town 47 years ago.
Ganders, standing on the side lines j
Besides her husband. Elmer Arey,
directing the play by play strategy ■
she is survived bje a daughter, Mrs.
of his team, and he also remarked
Harry Stinson; her parents, Mr. and sotto voice, that it was always worth
Mrs. Oscar Allen; a sister, Mrs. Dora a dollar to him to see Der Captain
Small; and brothers, Minal. Clar hit ’em where they ain't, and be
ence and Merle Allen.
put down for a loss.
Funeral services were held WedSome fairly good strings were tn I
nesday at the Headley funeral par evidence but nobody seemed able to
lor. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor nt get more than one for the e”ening!
Union Church officiated. There so that totals were not so big. It I
were beautiful floral offerings. The was suggested that the matter of!
burial was in Bay View cemetery at who won the match be left to a
City Point; the bearers Frank board of arbitration, one Gander,
Grimes, Henry Wall. Edward Mac- || one Skipper and one man. deaf,
Donald and Floyd Young
dumb and blind. The score:

Ganders
Goose Arey ......... 90
Haven office from the arrival of the Littlefield .. ......... 81
boat Wednesday p. m. Nov 16 until Grimes ......
83
its departure Friday morning.—adv. Shields .....
89
Sanborn ..... .......... 115

83
88
88
90
85

97—270
71—240
87—258
113—287
71—271

NORTH HAVEN
Rev. D. W. Kimball of Mont
ville will occupy the pulpit of the
Baptit Church Sunday. The sub
ject of his sermon will be “Men
and Missions." Sunday School will
begin at 10 o'clock and morning
worship at 11 o’clock. Evening
service at 7 o'clock Men are in
vited to attend these services.

453
Skipper*
Skip Arey ... ......... 107
Hall .......... .......... 72
Peterson .... ......... 83
88
Dyer ..........
Drew .......
83

434 439 1326

92
79
93
109
85

94—293
73—224
91—267
94—291
83—251

433 458 435 1326
The roll-off:
Ganders—Goose S3, Littlefield 70,
Grimes 79, Shields 99, Sanborn 99.
SUNSET
total 440.
Mr. and Mrs. Oordon Tyler of
Skippers—Skip 95, Hall 80. Peter
Paul Smiths, N. Y„ are guests of son 88 Dyer 85, Drew 86. total 434.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dunham.
Mrs. Louise Knowlton went re
SOUTH LIBERTY
cently to Philadelphia after spend
ing the summer at her home.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Haskell, George Artz and E. A. Leigher were Mr. and Mrs.
Loren Forsyth have returnedd from Donald R. Patrick and Miss Fran
a gunning trip.
ces Hapgood of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Pear] Hutchinson
Mrs. Gertie Peaslee and son
with daughters Dorothy and Shirley Frederick visited Sunday with Mrs.
were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Inez Leigher.
Emery Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Spauld
ing of Waterville passed last week
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS end with Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Jewett.
WORK WONDERS
W. R. Cole was in Augusta Tues
day on business.
Howard Leigher spent last week
Vinal Haven & Rockland
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Steamboat Company
E. A. Leigher.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cooper and
daughter were guests Sunday of
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett.
Read Down
Read Up
Lee Gerous of Vassalboro and
A. M.
P. M.
Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Flanders were
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
among recent callers on Mr. and
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 340
Mrs. Forest Jewett.
8.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
Robert Overlock and Bernard
940 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
Leigher were Portland visitors Wed
122-tf
nesday.

WEST ROCKPORT

Perley Merrifield has resumed
work after a short illness
Mrs Henry Keller. Mrs. Bert An
drews and Mrs. Robert Heald visit
ed Wednesday at Rockport High
School. There were also several
guests at both setsions of school
here Thursday ln observance cf
National Education Week.
Joseph Andrews is able to take
short walks after 'being confined to
the house for a long period
Miss Ellen Lunden has returned
to work at the home of Dr. L. W.
Hart, in Camden after a vacation of
WE BUY

OLD
GOLD
AND SILVER
Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

two weeks, the greater part of and John received only a slight
which was spent with her sbter bruise on the head.
Mrs. Marie Lehtonen in East Brain
BROOKLIN
tree, Mass
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Packard
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hamn have
and daughter Jane of Boston arcreturned to Miami, Fla., after
spending the weekend with Mrs.
j spending two weeks with Mrs.
Packard's parents, Mr. and Mrs. R
J. Nutt. They made the trip with Hamn’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har
Granville Carleton is visiting rela ley Freethy. Mr. and Mrs. Harvard
tives and friends in this vicinity. Dow of Bar Harbor were guests last
Mr. and Mrs. John Lan? and son weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Freethy
o! Littleton. N. H„ have been and Mrs. Josie Dow.
guests the past week of Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDonnell of
Gustave Lane and other relatives in Rockport. Mrs. Charles Meader and
this vicinity. Mr, Lane and his Miss Pauline Meader of Waterville
lather started Tuesday for thp big and Mr. and Mrs. John Clough and
woods on a hunting trip but near daughter Arlene passed- last week
Winterport were in collision with end with Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert An
a large oil truck on the main high derson.
way. The car was badly damaged
Mrs. Wildread Conary entertained
and was brought to Lofman’s ga Monday at dinner Mrs. Grace Redrage in a large truck for repairs. 1 man and Mrs. Albert Anderson.
The elder Mr. Lane was uninjured J The Rebekah installation was ,

held Wednesday with 60 guesls Allen. Stanley Allen, Ernest Allen, spent last weekend at their suulpresent.
The installing officers Louise Allen, Leo Foss, John Allen, mer home here retumed to Newwere from Castine and Ellsworth. Oeo. Allen, Stanley Nickerson, Mr. tonville Mass. Mr and MTs BarGames were enjoyed and refresh and Mrs. Earl Firth and daughter rows will make one more trip Tues
ments served.
I Isabelle. Games were enjoyed and day.
j George Hall drove a truck load
Lew Smith and Harley Freethy ; a repast was served.
! of produce for Mr. Clark to Bosare engaged in repair work at the
, ton this week.
town farm.
MARTINSVILLE
Earl Pettingill is gaining steadily
Mr. and Mrs Roland Carter and
“The Godly Man, His Confidence" i and his improvement though slow
family have moved to the Arthur
Eaton apartment until their home will be the pastors’ sermon topic is satisfactory. He is still con
Sunday morning in the Baptist fined to bed
is completed.
Thc woods and pastures are full
I
Mrs. Ernest Allen is guest of her Church on the Ridge. The worship
j of pheasant hunters.
'
service
will
begin
at
10.30,
Sunday
daughter in Waltham.
I school at 11.30. The evening service
Mrs. Sophia Cousins has re
will be held in the Baptist chapel in
SOUTH HOPE
turned from Boston after visiting
j Port Clyde. The prayer meeting will
her niece three weeks.
The public is cordially invited to
be Wednesday at 7. The Ladies’
Mrs. Hannah Hurley is spending Circle will meet Thursday afternoon the CMP. Co. cooking school to
a vacation with Miss Irene Wells with Mrs. Etta Harris.
be run Wed. Nov. 16 .in IGOF.
before returning to Boston.
. hall, Union. Food cooked given to
A surprise birthday party was
audience. No admisson. AU wel
ROCKVILLE
given Earl Firth Friday at his
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
home. Those present were: Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows and o'clock Thanksgiving menus will
Mrs. Samuel Wardwell, Whyman guests Mr. and Mrs Hooper who be featured.—adv. 132, 133, 135, (36
i
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Every-Other-Day

THOMASTON BOWLERS
—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
POEMS OF PROFIT”
Team Standing
P.C 1
W
L.
.625
9
Pirates ................ 15
C0NSULT^|f;|£Dr
I,IDA O. CHAMPNEY
14
.583 |
Cubs ....
10
.417
14
} Reds ... ................. 10
iSHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
j Giants . ................
.375
9
Correspondent
15
TODAV/
Individual Averages lover 90)
Tel. 190
TeL 2229
Strings P.F. Ave.
Vou'll get
F. Black ......... 15
1471
98 1
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leavitt have
A*BUY"-A
Kerry Baker and Merrill Dimick Robbins ......... 20
1955
97 8 returned to Peabody. Mass., after
BARGAIN!
of Portland were guests Thursday Davis .............. 20
1937
96.9 a visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hysom.
PRIZE
1927
96.4 W E. Murray. Mr. Leavitt was
Paquin ........... 20
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark enter Smalley ......... 20
THE. KNOWING*
1920
96.9 pnoud to take back home a deer
tained a party of friends Tuesday Young ............ 20
DEALERS*
95.2 which he shot while here.
1905
night at venison supper and an Grover ........... 20
ADVERTISE.'
1890
945
Mrs Alvin Bowden is visiting
evening of cards at Camp Ki-Ora, Dana .............. 20
1874
93 7
relatives in Boston for two weeks.
Lermond's Pond, South Hope. Their Felt ...............
20
1871
93.6
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Elliot .............. 20
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Simon
1838
91.9
Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Irving Condon, Hastings ....... 15
1373
91.5 ton. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simon Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jordan. Dr. Stetson ........... 20
1800
90.3 ton and Edwin Annis have returned
and Mrs. Philip Greenleaf. Mr. and Newbert ......... 15
1354
90.27 from Detroit Mich., iwhere they
Mrs. Ed&ar Ames and Mr. and Mrs.
High single. Paquin 128. High j visited relatives for ten days. They ;
Warren Knights.
total. Davis, 514. High team total. made the trip by motor.
Thursday Club met at the home Pirates, 2370.
Mrs. Nellie Staples underwent on
of Mrs. Frank Grant this week with
Matches this week—Reds 3. Pirates emergency operation at Knox Hos
Addis Shoemaker of said Baltimore was •
Notices of Appointment appointed Exx . Aug. 17, 1937. and qual
three tables, prizes won by Mrs. 3; Bubs 4. Giants 2.
pital Wednesday. Her condition is
ified bv filing bond Sept. 19. 1938 J. j
*
Charles Smith, Mrs. W. B D. Gray
satisfactory. Miss Dorothy Burn?
I I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro- H Montgomery of Camden was ap-1
pointed
Agent
In
Maine.
[
bate
for
the
County
of
Knox.
1n
the
and Mrs. Edward T. Doman.
is employed at the Staples home
JEFFERSON
Attest:
►♦ B
' State of Maine, hereby certify that In
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
the following estates the persons were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland
Washing Machine, spinner type;
curing her stay at the hospital.
FURNISHED apt. to let. 3 rooms,
AIKNA L STARRETT '
Register,
appointed
Administrators. Executors.
toilet; unfurnished apt . 4 rooms, beth.
and family are in Aroostook to
The Christmas Club met Thurs
I Guardians and Conservators and on
STATE OF MAINE
The Copper Club met Thursday ;
Electric Ironer, 2 unit (new); G.
12 Knox St., TEL 156-W.
131-tf
Correspondent
I the dates hereinafter named
/
spend the holiday weekend.
To all persons Interested In either
day with Mrs. Delbert Andrews. at the home of Mrs. Mildred I
FURNISHED, three room apt to let
i SAMUEL RUSSEIL. late of Milton. of the estates hereinafter named:
E. Refrigerator; Philco 1938 Cab
for light housekeeping. 31 OCEAN ST .
Mass. deceased
Sarah W Russell of
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. |
Members and friends of the Cir Twelve members were present for Rhodes.
TeL
Tel. 103-W
135tf
I said Milton was appointed Exx
Sept, In and for the County of Knox, on the
inet Radio. Local family. Bar
cle of Grace Chapter. OKS., are dinner.
i
20.
1938.
and
qualified
,by
filing
bond
First Selectman Arthur K Walk18th day of October In the year of our
SMALL upstairs tenement to let; ga
—— oct 6 1938
Oilbert Harmon ci Cam- Lord one thousand nine hundred and , gains.
rage
TEL. 1181-W
135*137
to meet Monday night at the home
Mrs. Leslie Hallowell has been ill1 er was jn Augusta Wednesday and
thirty-eight
by~adjournment
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Pierce Of 1 (’FORGE va BEdr.*«*
n ‘ *“
.....................and
.........
.......................from
FIVE room tenement to let. lights,
of Union. Louise Hav “0 hav from the 18th duy of s&id
of Mrs. Leila Smalley. There is im the past week.
.
. Thursday to attend the annual
rare
of
The
Write
"B.
D.
W."
toilet cellar, with or without garage
Lexington. Mass , enroute to a Visit |E Beat ot Union was appointed Odn.
’Tne following matters havportant business to transact and a
7 Achom SU. near corner Main and
H. A. Clark was re-elected presi- meeting of the Maine Municipal As-: with relatives in Vinal Haven, were
Cuuiier-Gazettc.
hTrKer
‘
SUtX.T
’
S
Camden Sts.. A. L. RHODES. Union.
large attendance is urged.
dent of the Lincoln County Fair sociation.
Tel. 4-5____________________________ 136*138
°RDERED
136 It
callers Friday at the home of Mrs. R™^e£JeT^*™ Br.U 3'
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark. Mr. Association. The organization under
FIVE room, unfurnished apartment,
__
_
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
William M Crockett Is absent r. e. Cutting,
Rockland was appointed Admr., Oct
to let. bath; new floors, new ceilings,
and Mrs. Aaron Clark and daugh the management of Mr. Clark
irisST and”quaUfled by filing' b^d:
//hn.hV rh^
garage. E B HALL, Tel. 256-13. Olen
from his duties at the Rockport
Mrs Herbert Waltz. Mrs. Charles on
same date
of this order to be published three
Cove.
135*137
ters Rae and Norma and Mrs. Mil showed a profit for the year.
ARTHUR J HENRY i«te nf Thnmia. weeks successively In The Courier-GaIce Co. store on account of illness. Young, Mrs. Susie Philbrook and ton.
deceased. Marv L. Henry of Thom-1
a newspaper published ihev^niav
FIVE rooms to let.
Toilet, cellar,
dred Rollins of Camden were sup
Edith Hoffses. Anna Hoffses and
land In said County, that they may
shed and garage
Furnished or un
Harold Graffam
is expected Mrs. Olive Brazier have returned' aston was appointed" Admx rw.,
Advertisements in this column not furnished Free from vermin. DELIA
‘ appear at a Probate Court to be held
per guests Thursday of Oscar Gould Nathalie Bond have taken an apart home today from Connecticut from a visit with Mrs. Clarence I95S«»ewUj peters
late nf Rn.mn
said Rockland on the 15th day of to exceed three lines inserted once
YORK. Ill pleasant street.____ _136tf
in East Belfast, the occasion being ment in Augusta for the winter.
I Ma«_~deceased" “chiTies F Weed enrt 1 November A. D. 1938 at nine o clock 25 cents, three tlmee for 50 cents. Ad
! Jia-”., deceased
vnaries r weed and
_________
ROOMS to let. MRS-JANE WHITE.
where he has been spending the Benner in Waldoboro.
ditions! lines five cents esch for one
Mrs. Luther Clark's birthday.
Harold Peters, both of aald Boston. In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
136-138
time 10 cents for three tlmee.
Blx 39 Union St.. Tel. 1094-M
If they see cause.
H. P. Bond. J. Y. Meserve, C. W. past two week’
Those from here who attended
appointed Exrs., Oct 18. 1938.
ISORA
J.
BABRIDGE,
late
of
Rock

small words to a line
FURNISHED room to let, modern,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henry
O.
Whitten
ot Portland arrived Fridav to be i B*SSC ,8nd ° E °Bllvlefended the ! Mrs. Lottie Crockett has returned, the meeting Thursday of the East !a’1nd°w,s'?££>in£rt' Agcm m°Mam?k' land. deceased. Will and Petition for,
kitchen privileges; 5 UNION ST . oppoProbate thereof, asking that the same ]
135*1*
•137
site Depot.
.
_ j sPecla‘ convocation of King Solothe home of C E Rhodes after Waldoboro Social Club, entertained! ViCHihBIjBS
brimmer
late °J may be proved and allowed and that I
Vinalhaven. deceased Leonora Hoar of
holiday weekend guests of Mr. and mon’s Lodge, FA M.
SMALL furnished house to let at
Letters
Testamentary
issue
to
Helen
j
a visit in Massachusetts.
by Mrs Josephine Miller and Mrs : Vinalhaven was appointed Admx. Oct. B Emmons of Warren, she being the
Spruce Head near salt water; new
Mrs. Stanley Macgowan.
garage, ideal for cottage, through fall
Thirteen is evidently- a lucky Ethel Hanna in Waldoboro were 1 harry^l hJOH^TON late of Rock- Executrix named In said Will, without
Mrs. Lucy Hoffses is confined to
months or as year-around home; rent
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson her bed by illness.
bond
reasonable. CALL 793-W.
106-tf
number for Thurston Spear as he Mrs. George Martin. Mrs. Edwin ^dklad^"™^d
|
FREEMAN J. PERRY, late of Rockwere hosts to the Rook Club Thurs
'
land,
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
I
I LOANED my carpenters level to
Lincoln Pomona Grange meeting was the onlv successful hunter in Gammon. Miss Bertha Storer. Mrs 1938 without bond
MODERN
nicely
furnished
irotit
k
™
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
omebodv a fortnight ago Will “aomc- room to le*. warm and comfortable,
day night. Mrs. Stanley Macgowan Saturday at Willow Grange hall.
JOSEPH PATRICK, late of Vinal
the group of 13 who have recently Tesse Mills. Mrs Delora Mank and I hai^^eas?d
LUy Patnc/rf tviSSi-! 'nw br Proved and al,lowed and
body'' please return It at once
I need Call at 28 OR 30 MASONIC ST. few
and Weston Young were the prize
FREEMAN S YOUNG. Tel 605 M minutes from Post Office.
134-136
Melvin Jones has been appointed returned from a gunning expedi- Mrs. A. W White.
i9es nwnhoutPbondU<1 AdmI' Oct 1,1 L'tJunbar of'SoeBand ' he being the It
163 Main St
136-11 '
------------ r-------------- . . ...
cz——r
winners and the others making up janitor of the Christian Endeavor
. .
Fit E room house and bath
Hot air
tion in the North woods, he bringSidney W. Vinal has had his Austin m moody, late of Rock- ^^utor nanwd ln sald wul* wlth MALE
beagle hound lost Sunday, I furnace, near Main St.. Rent reasonthe party were Mr. Macgowan, Mrs. hall.
THURSTON. Tel 1159.
ing home a fine deer.
buildings shingled.
^ki.nr^.ppom'/ed Exx^I 1* '
and SK white, with brown markings, amber ■ able. L
Young and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
134-136
colored
eyes;
to finder or to j_____
Harold Jackson of Rockland is
Mrs. Fred Cook is making speedy
Mr and Mrs. Edward Ross havp jo^isaa*1 q'“nfled by luing bond Oct*| for Probate thereof, asking that the. anyone giving reward
reliable Information re- :
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland
20. 1938
Rowell.
spending a few days at his farm?
same may he proved and allowed and gardlng dog.
KAY TURNER. Thom-' gt,
garage
D SHAFTER. 15 Rock
H* bLch *Orst1 lha: Letter’ Testamentary Issue to Wll ' a’ton. Tel 38_____________________ 135-136 ian'd st
recovery from her recent surgical moved from the Wendall Stevens deceased. 8
The Friendly Club will meet
Mrs. Katherine Cunningham has
llam E Sheerer ol Tenants Harbor, he
treatment
at
Community
Hospital,
place.
North
Warren,
to
the
NyGtorge was appointed Exr
Oct 18.
A YELLOW skiff found 6 mJles below
FURNISHEDapartment
to let. 2
Wednesday night with Mrs. Earl employment in Portland.
being the Executor named Jn said Will,
1938. and qualified by filing bond Oct.
Thomaston. Owner can have same by | rooms, toilet, clothescloset,
shed
without bond
Funeral services will be held at kanen farm.
21 1938
Woodcock.
_____
JOHN T IOTHROP.
late of Rock proving properly and paying for this ; Ccupleor woman alone at72 CAMDEN
Mrs. Laura Seavey has been re LOWELL B WALLACE, late of land. deceased win and Petition for I advertisement WOODBURY MAKER i St
134*136
2
o'clock
this
afternoon
for
Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn of
- - - ■ 134-136 [
'--------------------------------SOUTH WARREN
Ft endh d was .n^lnSS Admx
Proba’<‘ ,h<‘re°r' ask,nit that ,hf ame AshPxlut
FURNrfHED room to let
MRS A.
Mathilda S. Erickson at her late cent guest In Rockland of Mrs. Ella rnenasnip
was appointed Admx, Aug
nmv*rt and Mllnwrri
that «■■■■*■
North Weymouth. Mass., are to ar
|C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave . Tel. 578
22, 1938, and qualified by filing bond
J be proved and allowed antl_thal
Lc
tters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Elmer
1
Hart.
home
on
Huse
street.
Rev.
F.
F.
lMtf
I Oct 21. 1933
Three Birthdays Observed
rive Sunday to be guests of Misses
E Marston of Portland and Ralph H
ANNIE E MURPHY, late of Rockland, Trim of Rockland^ they being the Ex-1
’
CONVENIENCE and comJort at minWalter
Gay
is
passing
the
week

Members
of
Good
Will
Grange
Fowle
of
Winthrop
will
officiate-j
Mabel and Gladys Fernald.
deceased
George L. Sides of Rockport ecutors named ln said Will, without I
4 lmum cost.
Five-room modern apt,
was appointed Admr. Oct 18. 1938. and
i furnished, heated. Janitor service. Every
bond.
♦
Miss Mabelle Brown of Ports Sewing Circle, spent an enjoyable Harbor L«ht c haPt4>r OES wln end in Rockland.
qualified by fUing bond Oct 21. ;938.
♦
convenience:
garage
Residential loca
JENNIE S SPEAR, late of Thomas H ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
----------- --*• ai tion Inquire TOE MEN
Miss Eleanor Goodwin is passing CHARLES D. SHOEMAKER, late of ton.
S SHOP, cor
mouth. N. H„ is spending the week day Wednesday at the home of <lttend and l*rform the slar
deceased. WIU and Petition for 1
| Baltimore. Maryland, deceased. Edith
ner
Main
and
Park
St..
Rockland.
Probate thereof, asking that the same ,
EASY Washing machine for sale
the weekend in Kennebunkport
end with her parents, Capt. and Mr. and Mrs Frank Linekin in mon>'
133 tf
• • • •
may be proved and allowed and that j TEL 363-W
134*136
She motored there Thursday with
Thomaston. A bounteous covered
Letters Testamentary Issue to Bessie
Mrs. John Brown.
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated,
________
_______
DARK
LOAM
tor
Bale,
also
gravel.
Methodist Church Notes
Spear Sullivan ot Thomaston, she be
hot water furnished at 15 Summer St.
her mother.
Mrs. George S. Good supper for circle members Will be 1i ing
nnni, .w.o.
the Executrix named In said Will, sand, brush
WILLIAM ANDERSON, Cal! MRS FROST. 318 W,
A very successful supper was dish dinner was served at noon i
132-tf
Two handsomely decorated birthA A. Callaghan. Dist. Sup*, win. w ho has been her guest for ferveu under the direction of Mrs. > Wjthout bond.
west Meadow road.
Tel. 23-W
served at St. John's parish hall
FURNISHED apartment to let at 111
~
‘
ESTATE ROLAND J. HAHN, late of I
136*138
Edna
Moore and Mrs. Corinne Per
pay cakes adorned the tables, one cf Aususta District cf the Maine M severai days,
Pleasant St. Large bed room, kitchen,
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Ad
Wednesday with Mrs. Sidney Barry
sale pantry, flush toilet with portable bath
...re, hounds for,a«.m
in honor of Mrs. Rose Marshall j E Conference, conducted the First The third and fourth degrees will kins. The business meeting will be ministration, asking that Frances L.. FOX and rabbit
Hahn of Malden. Mass . or some Other i CLARENCE ... AMES, Appleton 135 137 tub
For further Information, TEL.
in charge, assisted by Mrs. Annie
who also received gifts from those j Quarterl> Conference last night. ,
conferred on a class of four can- at 4 o'clock.
489 R.
129-tf
suitable person, be appointed Admx,
ONE hundred acres blueberry land
Watts. Mrs. Ada Smith, Mrs. Ruth present The other cake was hon- I The Church S^001 wlU nieet at
without bond
FURNISHED apartments to let. heat
for sale, produced 35 tons berries in
didates
Tuesday
at
the
Orange.
ESTATE EDWARD U. PRICE, late of 1937: same acreage to bear next voar; ed and unheated. $350-$6 week. V F
Little. Miss Ruth Flye. Mrs. Regi
To Sing At Dedication
19. followed by worship services at Memb<frs nQt
f(>r
hgr.
Rockland deceased. Petition for Ad new burn. F G. CREIGHTON Union STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel. 330. or 283
nald Henderson, Miss Ardelle Little, oring Mrs. Nettie Copeland and 11. The pastors theme will be
ministration. asking that Charles T.
128-tf
fegst
whjch
wU1
follQW
136-138 Main St . Tel. 1154.
the I Raychel Emerson, dramatic so- Smalley of Rockland, or some other
Miss Melba Ulmer and Mrs. Gar Mrs. Dora Maxey
HOUSE to let, 37 KNOX St, Thom
harvest
messag;.
The
hymns
suitable person, be appointed Admr.
BRUSH for sale for banking and
Those present were Mrs. Rose
meeting, are requested to take . prano. will sing. “We Shall See with bond.
gardens
MRS SUSIE DAVIS Tel aston—Lower tenement, 5 rooms and
field Dolliver.
ESTATE EDWARD BROWN, late of) 591-W
136*138 bath; upper tenement^ 5 rooms and
Marshall. Mrs. Isa Teague Mrs ‘'What shall the harvest be?" will sweets.
i
Them
There
Some
Day."
by
O'Hara.
Inquire of ROCKLAND SAV
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Perron of
Thomastom “eceased
PetItion for LIOLFNWoOD range for sale
.1*0 bath
INGS BANK.
122-tf
Rosa Cutting. Mrs. Mabel Mills, be sung as a solo and other music
The past Grands and Past Noble j and “The Bells of Heaven," by
rol1
to
P
rtesk
MRS
EARLE
RISTFEN
Lowell. Mass., accompanied by two
atea in Thomaston, and fully described .
>•?
FURNISHED apartment to let at 17
Mrs. Martha Kalloch. Mrs. Bertha will include an anthem by the Grands Association of Knox and
in said Petition, presented by Stonie J Hlgh street. Thomaston._________ 135 1.H
sons and Rev. Perron's sister were
Warren Sc. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
Blount next Sunday at the unveil W Jameson of Camden. Exx
:
1926 Chevrolet coach for sale, four ___________________________ iai-trf
Lovejoy, Mrs Doris Maxey, Mis choir. Epworth League will meet Lincoln Counties will meet here
in town Friday making arrange Olive Fales. Mrs. Rena Pales. Mrs 2t 6 led b>’ lh«
ESTATE ELVA M DELANO, late cf good tires. 31.000 mileage; can be seen
ing and dedication of the portrait
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. In
Friendship, deceased
Petition for Li- , at Chester Hunt's, 90 Pleasant St,
next Wednesday night Visiting
ments for their coming in Decem Rachel Overlock. Mrs. Jeannette ;Crocket'quire 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W
131-tf
of Rev. James Woodside at the cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ- city. MARTHA E JONES. Warier,
members
will
furnish
sweets.
Sup

ated
In
Friendship,
and
fully
described!
135*137
ber when Rev. Perron will assume
___________________________________________ ROOMS to let Apply at MRS. FLORA
The
7
o'clock
service
will
be
a
Parish
House
of
the
First
Parish
Robinson. Mrs. Laura Copeland, I
in said Petition, presented by Melvin
LUDWIG upright piano for sale. In COLLINS. 15 Grove St._____________ 131-tf
his duties as pastor of the Baptist Mrs. Nettie Copeland. Mrs. Edna L>'mn service featuring another of per will be served at 6.30.
little used. 87,
Church, in Brunswick. Miss Emer I*ESTATEmLUCY C FARNSWORTH. J gwd comdition.
F'OUR room apartment to let, all
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
A.
Emmons
Church.
of Rockland, deceased
Petition!
c ”MTTH.
Camden rc.. l_ modern
Apply
at
CAMDEN
and
McIntyre. Mre. Nellie Reever. Mrs the Rodehcaver hymns The pas attended the Blackington lecture son is the eighth generation direct late
ROCKLAND
WATER CO, Tel. 634.
fo*
License
to
Sell
certain
Real
Estate.
[
.
'
____________________________
im-iji
Miss Lena Shorey with guest Miss Mary Henry. Mrs. Lula Libby. Mrs tor's remarks will center cn the'
in
line
from
Rev
Mr
Woodside,
118-tf
situated In Rockland, and fully deMAN'S fur coat for sale.$10. man's _______________
Tuesday in Rockland
Madeleine Kingsley of Portland ar Annie Bucklin. Mrs. Grace Leavit*. hymn "He will not let me fall;” and
scribed in said Petition, presented by I suit, size $40. $8; lady's suit and dresses,
Supper guests Monday of Mr. and who with 40 families of Scotch-Irish Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Com- j size 38; Canton suit. $20; C. R WAI,rived Thursday to spend the holiday Mrs. Ada Spear. Mrs Dora Maxcv. "He will hold me fast" will be given
of Boston, Mass . Trustee
LACE. Warren. Tel. 1 34
134*136
Mrs Benjamin Watts were: Mr. and were the first settlers of Brunswick pany
ESTATE RODERICK J. MacKENZIE. ~--Ew'
■
7
,
weekend with Miss Shorey's mother
This portrait goes to the church late
inllch cow
cow Ior
for “aIe
ale,‘ also
also 18
of Fairfield. Conn, deceased. Pctl-1
,nucn
Mrs. Evie Fernald. Bertha Storer as a solo.
Mrs. Lincoln McRae and Mr and
months bull; yearling heifer and small
Mrs. C. E. Shorey.
Next week is Fellowship Week in
for License to Sell certain Real ,
Hattie and Susie Hahn. The guest:
ALEKSI RAITA, Frlendshin
Mrs. Ellis Wattts of Rockland. Mr. by the will of the late Mrs. Fran tion
Estate, situated In St George, and fully j “ 1
134*136
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Crie left accepted their hostess' invitation iMethodist Churches. The pro and Mrs. Ellis Watts left Tuesday ces W. Leavitt, late of Medford, described in said Petition, presented _
by The Bridgeport City Trust Company ]
PIGS for sale. 5 works old $3. TurMIDDLE aged woman desires houseWednesday for Richland Center. tc an out door birthday party in gram Monday will be a fellowship
nips 60c bushel.
Tel. 371-4.
H P I keeper's position for adult family;
by motor for Tampa. Fla., where ( Mass, sister of Mrs. Edwin Emerson of Bridgeport, Conn . Exr
social by the Epworth League at 7
Wis. where they are to spend the June.
of
this
town,
and
is
rich
in
histori

ESTATE
CABOT SEDGWICK. ! CROCKETT. South Thomaston. 134*136 country preferred. References If re
-------TE IMABEL
------------------------Mr. Watts has employment for the !
of Boston. Mass, deceased
Pett- —nov a et
>o,A'—«a so QUlrei
Address HOUSEKEEPER. 2(1
From 1910 to the late
winter.
This Sewing Circle was organized f,c« amission and refreshments, winter. They will visit relatives of cal interest.
tion for Confirmation of Trustees, ask- |
! “b™?^
K i ’-awn Avr Rockland. Me
135*137
cord; fitted slabwood. del. promptly $5
_
L
Shattuck
of
Boston.
present are the only years in which ing that Henry
Franklyn Comery arrived home ir 1906 at the home of the late Mr I An interesting program of games Mrs. Watts in Hopewell. Va.
n.„i f
I CO”!
Tel Washington 18-23. ROBERT1
UNFURNISHED heated room want! PSANCY. Liberty.
131*136 M near ba.h^earMlaln St,
W . R.
Thursday from Bowdoin to stay and Mrs. Oliver Jones in North Ls arranged and every Leaguer Is asMass . be confirmed «s Trustees of the t
Mr and Mrs. William Morrison this portrait ever was out of the estate
Riven Jn Trust for the benefit | THREE pairs Hereford steers for .<ale
sured
a
jolly
good
time
State.
Before
being
taken
to
Med

134*
13A
until Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Cushing
Mrs. Marshall was its
of Ellery Sed«priok et als . presented by 1 year old. one Brown Jersey cow. calf I
and son Richard of Portland were
STROLLER wanted In good condlThe
Ladies
Aid
Society
will
have
two weeks old
LEROY CUNNINGHAM
said
Henry
L.
Shattuck
and
Paul
C.
ford
it
hung
in
the
home
of
the
Sanford Comery.
first president.
guests Sunday of Miss Edna F.
Write BOX 725. City
135*It
Cabot.
R F. D 1. Jefferson. Maine
134*136 tlon
a fellowship lunch Wednesday and
ESTATE HORACE M NOYES, late of
Janet Henry who attends Gor
Boggs and Mr. and Mrs. Harold late Mrs. Louise W. Wagg. Auburn,
USED Ho' Wnter Radiator wanted
USED Wood Ac Bishop coal ran-?" for
North Haven, deceased.
Petition for
size
TELEPHONE
186-R,
water coll and ga- end perfect Medium
ham Normal School is at home for day to be guests of Mr and Mrs. the Johnson Society a sccial hour Boggs. Miss Boggs who has been mother of Mrs Emerson and Mrs Distribution, presented by Ensign Otis sale,
136tf
condition; also nearly new kerosene Rockland
following
the
meeting
on
the
same
Leavitt.
of Rockland. Admr. C T A
Guy
Lermond.
refrigerator.
7
ft.
capacity,
low
price;
the weekend.
ill for several weeks, is now able to
CONVALESEANT and invalids cared
ESTATE ROBERT U. COLLINS, late
day
A similar social hour is be about the house
also 7 ft. electric refrigerator, price for. »• quiet and pleasant home on
Rev.
Mr.
Woodside
was
born
in
•
•
•
•
of Rockland, deceased Second Account low,
William Spear and guest. Miss
good
condition.
PARKER E. Samoset road. Tel. 63-W. MRS. DICK.
presented for allowance bv Frank IT WORREY. 65 Park St . Tel 26-W
planned for Friday, following the
In the Churche*
Gloria Haskell has been chosen England, and prior to going to Incraham of Rockland, Admr
Bertha Townsend of West Hanover,
132n
134*136
choir
rehearsal.
The
Thursday
Erunswick
in
1714.
preached
at
ESTATE HEIJJN T WATTS, late of
St. Bernard's Catholic Church in
____ _
WATCHMAKER-Repairing watcher,
color leader
in the Forget-me-not
Mass., arc visiting Mr. Spear’s
PLEASANTLY situated Main street clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
Thomaston, deceased
First and final
scrv*ce
Sivcn to the Sun- j Qjrj gcout Troop
Garvagh, Barn River County, in account presented for allowance by home In Warren for sale f’an be seen
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Rockland, mass at 8 a. m. and j
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
bv appointment. Write
M. C.." rare Amesbury St, Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
Ireland. He was the first preacher Luny A Clark. Exx
10.45
a.
m..
Sunday.
i
dav
Sc
11001
and
wih
be m charge j
Mjgs
winnie
Whitney
of
North
Spear for a few days.
ESTATE SARAH E KILMER, late of this paper.
133-133
131-tf
St. John's Church. 9.30 a. m, Holy i of Erncst Crockett. It is open to waitjoboro was recent guest of Mrs iri Brunswick before the land grant Friendship, deceased. First and final
DRY fitted slabs, for sale
Del
The meeting of the Parentaccount presented for allowance by Rockland.
of 350 acres, on which the first Sfifflh
Camden. Thomaston
$5
Eucharist.
St.
Georges
Church,
William
Stevens.
K Jameson. Admx.
Teachers
Association Thursday
cord 4 ft: $6 for 2 cord
H. C EDGEESTATE HORACE M NOYES, late of
COMB. Union. Tel. West Appleton I
Mystic Rebekah Lodge meet Mon church in Brunswick was built In North
night was well -Mended. Parents Long Cove. Evensong 1.45 p. m.S un
Haven, deceased. First Account
12-23
133*138
day night Refreshment and enter- 1720. he visited in England and this presented for allowance by Ensign Otis.
•••
•••
and friends remained in one room day. Nov. 13 will be the annual
Admr. C. T. A.
ALL sizes window glass for sale. lg ••• -•<
talnment committees are: Mrs. j P°rtr^ 'vas Painted in 1726 In
ESTATE AURIE A
DYER, late of Bring In your sash for Getting broken
or visited any grades they wished service for acolytes at St. Matthew's
SPECIAL Spiritualist Circle. Ccr.la
Rev. Mr. Woodside came back Vinalhaven. deceased First, and final glass J A. KARL Ac CO., opp. Park Cottage. Crescent Beach. Tuesday eveCorinne PerKnX, Mrs. Doris Over- 1727,
"
until 8.30. Classes were conducted Church in Hallowell. For this rea
account presented for allowance by Theater. Tel. 745 W
132*137 II Ing, Nov. 15; all welcome.
135*137
to America bringing with him as Sidney E Mills. Adnir.
son
Evensong
at
St.
Johns
Church
lock
and
Miss
Avis
Maloney
VBRY good buys—Superior lumber:
In the usual manner and much
NOTICE—This Is to notify all Inter
ESTATE ANNrE B -BROWN, late of
gifts
to
hts
only
son.
this
portrait,
Matched
pine
boards;
novelty
pine
ski
Mystery Circle will meet at tthe
ested. persons that I have provided my
Friendship, deceased. First and final
credit is due both teachers and will be omitted. Acolytes will as ^7
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber
presented for allowance by and boards. JAMES Y MESERVE. V. cwn support and paid every cent of my
I O O F hall Monday afternoon. A a baptismal font, and a silver pep- account
pupils for the fine way in which this semble promptly at St John's parish
own bills for the past ten years. ROSA
Ctuart C. Burgess, Admr. d. b. n.. c.
C» B.. Jefferson; Tel. Nor.th Whitefield MOND E SULLIVAN. Rockland
perper box. octagon in shape, with t. a.
was accomplished. Following dis hall at 3 p. m. to motor to Hallowell,
15 23.
132*146
136*138
ESTATE
ANNIE
B
BROWN,
late
of
the names. William and Ann en
Friendship, deceased
Petition
for
NO 1 hard wood. Junk wood, and
missal of classes the business meet for this service.
COINS -Start your own collection of
graved
on
it
(Ann
was
the
wife
of
by
Stuart
C.
J
fitted
wood
delivered
anr,
’
where
in
Distribution, presented
Baptist Church: Bible School at;
Lincoln or Indian Head cents. 5c pieces,
ing was held in the auditorium.
Rockland. Rockport or Camden. $8 for dimes, quarters, halves. A good way to
Admr , d. b. n.. c t
Before Tow Buy Coal
William). This font is in posses Burgess.
ESTATE IMINNIE G. HAMMOND, late Junk wood; $9 for fitted; $7 for fire save money’.
Dr. E. R. Biggers, the president, 9.45 a. m.; morning worship at 11 ,
A hobby worth while.
sion of Mrs. Emerson, and will be of Camden, deceased First and final place wood, also No. 1 potatoes. 89c bu. Beautiful coin .boafds for each denom
presided, and committees reported and evening service at 7. Rev. H. S. :
account presented for allowance by su hl ert to change. MARCELLUS TAY ination. 25c. postpaid 30c.
Will sell
presented next Sunday to the Richard Hammond of Camden. Exr
LOR. Tel. Union 11-13
131-138 you dates you cannot find Old money
results of investigations as to Kilborn of North Weymouth. Mass.,
ESTATE
O»LOA
A
JOHANSEN,
late
church during the exercises.
SMALL restaurant and beer parlor bought and sold. Coin book showing
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
showers at the high school building will occupy the pulpit on this date, i
prices patd for old coins. 15c.
WIL
In the early days of Brunswick. Administration, asking that Henrtck for sale at 585 MAIN ST., Rockland
131*136 LIAM H KENWORTHY. Numismatist,
and a fence around the Ground Tlie music will be two anthems, '
J. Johansen of Rockland, or some other_____________________
M
Main
St..
Waterville.
Me.
134tf
Rev. Mr Woodside was in com suitable person, be appointed Admr. | DRY hard wood per fooi. fitted. $1*25.
Street School lot Both investiga “This is the Day," ‘Mendelssohn- ,
GEORGE JONES, medium
Readings
without
bond.
'Sawed.
$115.
long.
$1.05.
M.
B.
&
C.
O
mand
of
the
fort
Hts
son
Wil

MARTE A. INGRAHAM, late of Thom- I PERRY. Tel 487.
128-tf Daily. 50c at 17 Lindsey St. Tel. 973-M
tions to be continued for further Clokeyi and "Only Thee," <Abt- !
134*136
liam was captain of a company in aston. deceased Wtll and Petition for J 1930 OLDSMOBELE coupe with rum
information. The eighth grade was Fearisi.
Probate thereof, a ?.lng that the same ble scat. Inquire at 12 WARREN ST.
AFTER this date I will pay no bills
the
French
and
Indian
War,
and
Federated
Church:
'Methodistnny
be
proved
aid
allowed
and
that
awarded the banner for attendance.
126-tf contracted bv Rosmond E Sullivan.
chaplain at the siege of Louisburg Letters Testamentiry Issue to Donald
DANIEL SULLIVAN, city. Nov. 4. 1938.
Membership was reported to be in Congregational); Sunday School
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po
C. Leach of (Rockland, he being the
135*137
in 1750.
Rev. Mr. Woodside is Executor named i.i said Will, without cahontas soft coal: dry fitted hard
In
past
winters
have
you
wanted
your
home
just
a
little
9.45.
morning
worship
at
11,
and
creasing satisfactorily.
MEN old at 40! Get Pep. New Ostrex
and Junk wood. J. B. PAULSEN, Thom
bond.
buried
in
the
old
Brunswick
church
evening service at 7. The subject
warmer . .. your heat just a bit steadier? If so, before
131-tf Tonic Table‘6 contain raw oy6ter InESTATE LEONARD C. STETSON, late aston. Tel. (52.
Mrs. Tinker and two grand
vlgorators and other stimulants. One
of Thomaston, deceased.
First <and
yard. He died Jan. 31. 1778.
for the morning service will be 1
dose starts new pep. Value $1.00. Call
buying this winter's fuel supply— investigate D&H
daughters who have been occupying
final Account presented for allowance
Mrs Emerson has many papers of by Helen L. Stetson. Exx.
write C. H. MOOR & CO.
"The Challenge," and the anthem.!
one of the Pillsbury apartments on
Anthracite. It’s all pure coal... long burning ... and
_______________ ___________ 131*139&142*148
ESTATE FREDERICK A. RIPLEY,
historical value, and also an old minor,
"Dear Lord and Father." tNorman) j
of Washington
Sixth and 11YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Green street, have returned to
so easy-to-eontrol. Why not call us for a trial ton or
map of Brunswick marking the n”! account presented for allowance
"A Oracious Promise" is the sub
Samples and knitting directions free,
Swan's Island.
by Frank H. Ingraham. Odn.
H
A BARTLETT, Harmony, Me. 128-139
two today?
church grant of 359 acres on the
ject of the evening service. Sac
ESTATE FREDERICK
A
RrPLEY.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sharpe of rament of the Lord's Supper will
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
late
of
Hope,
deceased
Third
and
All
Sizes
Maquate shore.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mail orders
final Truslt account presented for a’
East Hartford. Conn., arrived Fri- follow the morning service. Ep
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
lowance by Frank H. Tngraham. Trus
We
Sell
it!
131-tf
worth League will meet at 5.30.
The public is cordially invited to tee.
ESTATE GEORGE R. CAZALLIS. late
Pentecostal Mission: Adult Bible
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to of Cushing, dece-ased. Second and fi
We Set It!
nal account (Including private claim
ALFRED M. STROUT
be run Wed. Nov. 16 ,in I.OO.F. of executrix) presented for allowance
Class at 12.45, afternoon service at
Lizzie E. Young. Exx.
Insurance
2, evening service at 7. Rev. Mil 519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME. hall, Union. Food cooked given to byWitness.
HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
audience.
No
admisson.
All
wel

dred
McLean
the
speaker.
Rev.
J.
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
ae-22
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
County. Rockland, Maine.
TEL. 745-W
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15 Attest:
T. Reed, who has conducted evan
THOMASTON, MAINE
17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
D&H
ANTHRACITE-THE
5
POINT
FUEL
o
’
clock
Thanksgiving
menus
will
gelistic
services
here
since
July,
looatt
Register
THE TIMES!
128-129
be featured.—adv. 132, 133. 135, 136
has returned to his home at Leeds,
130-6 130
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®SOC* ETY

Mrs. Prances B. Bicknell will ar
rive home tonight after a week's
visit in Malden. Mass., with her son.
Charles E Bicknell.

Members of T Club were enter
tained last night by Mrs. Rhama E.
Philbrick at luncheon and sewing.

Educational Club
THE LYRIC MUSE

Three Speakers
«•
S
♦

Entertain j

Page Severf

The Hobby Show

This And That

Members With Widely
Varied Talks

♦I
+
£
The Woman's Educational CIuo
4. j held a very enjoyable meeting Mon$ day at the home of Miss Marion

of traps as previously announced.
I,eave the buoys at Dyer's Garage
on or before Nov. 15.

Lots of Busy Workers Get
Don't forget next Wednesday,
ting Ready For Big Local
Thursday and Friday, Nov. 16. 17
Event
and 18.

At tlie Hobby Show next Wednes
NORTH HAVEN
day. Thursday and Friday after
noons and evenings, visitors will be
Mrs. Nellie Brown lias returned
greeted by Joseph Emery or on? of
Weidman, Rockport.
his committee: Mrs. Ralph Smith. after spending several weeks at her
By K. S. F.
Mrs. Keryn Ap Rice gave an in
Mrs. Chauncey M. D. Keene. Mre. New Jersey home.
Russell Bartlett, Willis Ayer, Charles
teresting account of her impressions
Frank Lipvosky made a round trip
of Nicaragua. Unlike the Panama
Some of the trees are holding A. Emery, David S. Beach, Jesse to Belfast Thursday on business in
Bradstreet and William Spear, for his motor boat Islander.
Canal Zone where the United close to the last red embers of the
they will sell the tickets. And the
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker are
Rupert Howard of Spruce Head
States Government controls the year.
admission for all the treasures to be
• • • •
spending the 'holiday weekend in
was
in town recently having engine
sanitary conditions, it is very diffi
25 cents.
Boston and Middleboro, Mass.
Did you know that a “somewhat seen is but a trifle,
repairs made on his motor boat
*
*
*
•
cult to obtain many of the comforts churlish'' snub from a men's club
Nereid.
If you happen to visit the East
Mrs. J. F. Burgess. Mrs. John Chis
to which we are accustomed, the inspired a band of literary women
William Small whose death oc
Room first, Jerome C. Burrows,
holm and Mrs. Raymond Moulaison
milk supply especially, being of of the 60s to form the first women's
Richard Bird, Raymond Cross, Cl’f- curred in Rockland Wednesday had
were prizewinners when the Wednes
Professional
Club.
doubtful quality.
ford Cross, Ernest Blackington been coming to the island in a busi
• • • »
day Evening Club met with Mrs.
The educational system, also, is
Louis B. Cook. The traveling prize
And speaking of women—when Percy Blaisdell or Charles Havener, ness capacity for many years and
a strong contrast to that of the they organize and don their aprons will be pleased to tell about the was liked by everyone who knew
went to Mrs. Burgess.
him.
Canal Zone where the standards are and thinking caps, things happen. merits of 24 mounted prints of verv
fine
pictures
—
pictorial
subjects.
The special town meeting was
Miss Barbara Griffin is home from
among the highest in the posses It's often the case “when hard
• • • •
held Monday night. Tlie votes of
Nasson College for the weekend, ac
times
come
a-knocking
at
the
door
”
sions. In the Nicaraguan schools a
Carl Nelson, assisted by Comrades the previous meeting were rescinded
companied by her roommate. Miss
premium is put on reciting lessons a woman with courage opens it and
of
the Way, will check hats and by a large majority and the library
Martha Palmer of Avon, Mass.
in the loudest possible voice, the steps on the trouble with both feet
coats. This will be of great service situation stands as before.
and
banishes
it
with
her
wit
and
pupils trying to outdo each other.
s*nce it will take time to visit and
Mrs. Stanley Hall of Oak street
Mrs. Regina Crowell who is em
On account of the heat, business ability.
see the hundreds of collections.
• • • •
entertained the Industrious Debs.
ployed by Mrs. B. A. Aycrigg left
is carried on very early in the morn
• • • •
Thanksgiving is just around tlie
Friday on two weeks vacation be
ing, usually from 6 a. m. until 10.30
Valuable postage stamps will be fore going to New York ior the win
Mrs. Annie Plummer of Old Town
There is no difficulty awaleig early corner. Let's have some special
visited her daughter Mrs. L. B. Cook,
All the on exhibition by Rockland's phila ter. Mrs. Crowell will visit in Vinal
the hour
as the church bells ring very dis music for the event.
Then they start before a shower.
F. Burgess. Miss Anne McLaughlin
this week.
churches could do this for the gen telists, under the snupervision of Haven and Everett, Mass. Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E Prescott, Me tells us to put our thoughts al) cordantly at 4 a. m. and street r-O:»es
Raymond Duff.
snd Mrs. John Chisholm. Mrs.
Crowell, son of Mrs. Crowell will
straight
commence. Nearly all activity ceases eral public if they would.
accompanied by Thomas Lawson of And hurry along or we'll be late
• • • •
• tee
Miss Della Bentley Bean of Boston Burgess was also awarded the trav
spend the winter at the home of Mr.
during
the
warmest
ijart
of
the
day
the Central Maine Power Company
K S. F.
The booths, for so many precious and Mrs Arthur Beverage and at
Light refreshments
Small ventilators in windows in
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Willarn eling prize.
Rockland
or until about 330 cr 4 p. m.. after
staff, left for a hunting trip today
hobbies to be assembled, and other
* $t $t «
S .Stinson. 51 Pacific street, on ac were served.
which much of the social life takes the Community Building would add necessary building will have been tend high school.
up in the Katahdin Region.
A VILLAGE of white
much
to
the
comfort
of
crowded
count of the latter's illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Pierce of
place, as the evenings arc cool.
IPor The Courier-Gazette |
done by John Pomeroy and his
Mr. and Mrs. David McCarty and
Mr. and Mis M. T. French of I live In a little white village
She found a great abundance of rooms when it's not feasible to open hammer brigade. The men include Peabody. Mass., who have been vis
Where each little house Is -white;
Dr. John Smith Lowe was called son Albert, arc spending the week Simonton were dinner guests yes
windows wide.
iting at tlie home of Mrs. Pierce's
Where the streets are narrow and quiet beautiful tropical plants and flowers
Cleveland Sleeper, Walter Barstow.
••• •
to Boston for the funeral of one end in Amesbury, Mass., as guests terday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred French.
aunt, .Mrs. Elden Ames returned
And the stars twinkle gently at night which could be easily transplanted
A: times a beautiful angel
Plant a tree each year for tlie John Trott, Munro Rinfret, Fred home Friday accompanied by Mrs.
of his former parishioners Friday. of Dr. and Mrs R. C, Hannigan.
and
would
grow
rapidly;
one
called
Walks down each tiny street
Trecartin. Fred Bird, Ted Bird, John
He will return for 111* Sunday serv
Mr. ad Mrs R. C. Jewell, who Her touch Is soft and gentle
the peacock plant was specially at benefit of coming generations. Too Karl, Harold Karl, Neil Karl. Rus Ames who will remain for a few
Her voice Is low and sweet
many glorious trees are cut down
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Philbrick have go soon to make their home in Yar
ice in Rockland.
weeks visit.
tractive with its array of colors.
returned from a few days' visit in mouth, were dinner guests Thurs Her ministering hands are tender
each year and no additions made by sell Bartlett, Hervey Allen, Fred
After
6
oclock
coffee
and
box
The Pythian Sisters held their
In performing duties with care;
Gatcombe, Charles Emery. Seymour
planting.
Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. C. Earle Boston.
day night at the home oi Mr and May she never know pain or sorrow
lunches,
the
evening
began
with
the
annual
inspection of Gloria Temple
Cameron,
Horatio
Cowan.
Rai
pa
Is her patients' daliy prayer
• • > v
Ludwick and Mrs. Carl Borgerson
Mrs Albert Smalley. St. George God bless this beautiful angel
Wednesday. Goldie Hall of Camden
devotional and patriotic exercises.
Smith,
Allan
Murray
and
Vance
Who has heard the Celista
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Karl and As a farewell gift, a hand-painted That passes down our street
are in Lewiston to visit their daugh
was the officiating officer. SeventyRev. Helen Carlson gave a most
touch 60 soft and tender
played? They say that it is a per Norton.
ters at Bates College through the son Richard spent the holiday in basket filled with home-made pre With
And voice so low and sweet
• • • •
seven members were present. Re
instructive talk, having for her sub
Lincolnville.
cussion instrument-—if you know
Mothers Day weekend.
_
Margaret Elwell
serves was presented to the couple, _
There will be a fine collection of freshments were served.
ject "China's Struggle Against JaSpruce Head
what that signifies.
and as a special gift. Mrs Jewell
D.A.R.
possessions, too. Mrs. Le!
pany
Encroachments
For
Territory."
R
*
*
*
•
•
•
•
Miss Harriet Bird, who has been
Wednesday night. Nov. 2, tbe Wawas given a bowl of goldfish
forest Thurston is chairman of the
I'd rather have my son blush than
SMILE YOUR WAY THROUGH
j She has a good knowledge of the
making
a
three
week's
visit
at
the
Not Armistice, but assured peace
wenock Club was entertained by the
I For The Courier-Gazette |
j country, having lived there at one
to
turn pale.
group
of
DAH
officers
and
mem

for all time is what women should
president, Evelyn Snow, at her home home of John Bird in Camden, has
Mr and Mrs. William Pritchard ! Is life & burden, heavy cares oppress 1 iimp
bers: Mrs. Mary Southard, Mrs.
The
excuse
the
Japanese
returned
to
her
home
on
Camden
of Ayer, Mass., are guests for a few j ThetI“tsT d,m wlth darknees and dls" f
band together and work for
in Thomaston, with a picnic supper
Kathryn St. Clair, Mrs. Mabel Rose,
....
Lift tress!
up your thought and pray with make for their aggression against
8
throughout the world.
and social evening. The decorations street.
days of Mrs. Wesley Oxton
Mrs. Mary Ladd, Mrs. Lucy Carter,
courage new
i China is the fear of communism
•
•
•
•
were in keeping with the spirit of
Hold fast to life Itself
Smile your spreading from Russia, although the
Mrs. Helen Carlson, Miss Ellen
The 7th annual festival of Fed
way
through.
Mrs.
Henry
E.
Comins
who
under

The
American
Constitution
is
a
Halloween. At this meeting the pro
erated Maine Choirs, will be given went an operation Wednesday at Di' not turn aside to worry or com large and sparcely populated tract set of rules designed to help tlie Cochran. Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs.
CAMDEN
grams were given out for the season,
of Siberia lies between Russia proper citizens live happily together. And Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Winnie Kail
in .Portland City Hail Nov. 20 at 3.45 Knox Hospital, is making satisfac
plain
the subject of the year's study be
For then your heart grows weary
and Mrs. Katherine Haines.
ant! China. Although to many the why not?
This is, as usual, arranged by Mrs. tory recovery.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
neath the strain.
!
/
«
ing “Vacation Weeks in Europe:'
• • • •
The door will open wide without delay. Chinese and Japanese appear to be
Foster L. Haviland of Portland,
•
•
*
•
NOVEMBER 13-14
The first regular meeting of the club
Smile your way through the hours ol
Surprises will be seen in a new
a similar race, the Japanese are
State chairman of Music in ReDr an(| Mrs. Neil A. Fogg arc
each day
Hurrah
for
the
Federation
of
■was Nov. 9, Leila Benner hostess.
Harriet Grinnell Cold
really a mixture cf several oriental Women’s Clubs which is to make a hobby—new to Rockland persons
ligious Education. All federated i spending the holiday weekend in Philadelphia
Roll call was answered with quota
peoples, whereas the Chinese are drive for the elimination of old There will be an archery collection
choirs are invited to participate Cambridge. Mass , visiting their son
at at at at
tions from autumn, current events
from a nearby city.
the oldest civilised race.
IN LITTLE THINGS
Howard R. Stevens will conduct the Donaid a student at Belmont School
motor car graveyards near high
• • * 0
and the question box was discussed
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette
1
In spite of the fact that there has ways in the State.
senior groups, and Mrs. Maude H. for Boys.
by the members. The paper of the
All the various valuable hobbies
Happiness is found In little things.
Haines will direct the juniors. These
been a terrible slaughter of Chinese
• * • •
I would not want too much—
evening was “Hamburg and Bre
and collections of hobbies will be
Scattered autumn leaves, a quiet sun with many of the important coastal
festivals have been very successful
For
a
Christmas
gift,
why
not
What
a
beautiful
thought Tho well protected, for Oscar Wishman
set.
men,” by iLeila Benner. The next
and helpful in the past and are choose a box of our Stationery for Die patter of silver rain and such
cities (aken. Gen. Chiang Kai-Shek reau had when he said, “My life
meeting will be held with Hattie
and Frank McDonnell are on the
growing in magnitude and quality men and women? With name and Happiness is found ln little things.
and his forces, together with much has been the poems I would have
Keating as hostess, Nov. 14.
committee for safety and protection.
each year Mrs. Haviland's report address on sheets and envelopes or Uy fortune comes (not from ships at of the civilian population, have re writ, but I could not both live and
sea
Besides the regular police protection
was one of the most interest given monogram on sheets and address on Nor In those mines wherein lies gold. tired to Chungking and the inac letter it.”
Annual sale of foods, aorons,
there will be the American Legion
But
In
your
smiles
at
me.
at the recent board meeting.
cessible country thereabouts and
• * » •
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $150 a
candy, flowers and bulbs in G.A.R.
Police, the Firemen, and the Boy
_ .
Charles ErneCy
have left nothing important stand
A boy asking for a job was
Rockland.
box. We have some very' attractive
hall. Monday P. M„ by Ruth May
Scouts, all detectives.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy G. Merrifield
with
at at at at
ing in the cities they have evacuat countered witli this question: “Do
boxes
to
select
from
at
The
Courier• • • •
hew Tent—adv.
135-136 and daughter Nathalie of Somer
HUNTING
ed.
In
the
interior
of
China
which
you smoke?’’
Gazette office. Three-day service
Much effort is being spent to have
SPENCER TRACEY
ville, Mass., are to spend the week
I For The Courier-Gazette | 1
is difficult of access are the richest
“No, but I don't mind having a,n all three evenings of entertainment
tf
Cruises arranged, steamship tick end with Col. and Mrs. I Leslie | guaranteed.—adv.
Apaln we hear the sound of guns
MICKEY ROONEY
Within the woods where wild things resources of the country includinj ice cream cone.”
vary, yet the period gown parade
ets to all parts of the world. M. F. Cross, timing their visit to attend
stay.
• ♦ • •
coal, much of which is on the surface
will
show
each
evening.
Wednesday
Again
we
know
that
hunters
stalk
Lovejoy,, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. tonight's reception for Mrs- Cross
Tlie prickly pear known also as
She also pointed out that Chinese
The lovely creatures where they may
STUDENTS' MATINEE
evening Miss Malloy's School of the
i060-J, Rockland.
16-S-tf as State president.
Have paused to nibble bits of grass
the Indian fig, is neither a pear
MONDAY
of
the
north,
unlike
those
in
tlie
That still are green, untouched by
Dance will feature with the gown
frost.
southeast, arc taller and oi stronger nor a fig. but a cactus.
parade. Thursday evening will be
Or drinking from a muddy pool
« • • •
physique so might be more difficult
Be quickly startled and soon lost
variety night. Novelties including
All
along
the
highways
they
have
To view among the sheltering trees.
to conquer Thus it would seem that
skits,
comedy end magic will be
Across the fields the timid deer
although many Chinese have been bright "stars” down to sparkle ihuwn. Friday evening there will be
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
So swiftly run with head held high
their
help
on
properly
distanced
killed. China has by no means fallen.
And soft brown eyes with terror wild.
special
music,
Finnish
dances
and
of the roads.
That seem to plead as they go by
Congressman Ralph O. Brewster posts at the protections
the gown parade. The evenings
• • • •
For mercy from the sport of mail.
spoke
on
foreign
relations,
being
of
That needs must take away the life
Those who live in Maine are fa part of Ihe great show is alone Wuitfe
Of timid things that do no harm.
the opinion that religion is an im
And yet are doomed to hunters knife,
vored with the gorgeous greens of more than the price of admission
A trophy added, nothing more
portant factor of peace and pros
• • • *
the woods all through the long win
Rose B Hupper
perity. In the totalitarian countries
More lnfonnat'on will be in the
Tenants Harbor
ter. It takes persons from States
where the good of the individual is who have not this nature beauty Tuesday issue concerning the Juve
at at at at
AS YOU FIND IT
subordinated to that of the country,
to remind Maine residents of their nile collections, under the able di
I For The Courier-Gazette |
much of the attitude toward re benefits.
rection of Austin Smith.
Take the world as you find It.
••••
ligion is occasioned by Ihe fact that
• • * *
Inject In It friendship and love;
If hatred exists, never mind It;
Young and old will enjoy the vari
tlie church had been connected with
It
is
said
the
Desert
of
Maine
In

O'er that soar highly above
llie ruling classes and had been used creases some acres each year. How ous interesting ancient chape-tux,
Love never falls In Its duties,
a;
a means of oppression of tlie long will it take to cover the the hobby oi Mrs. Erne t Davis. Mr
Even Is kind to Ils foes.
Pavis will assist her.
Can see In all humans some beauties
middle and peasant groups. He State?
To salvage Irani 'sorrows and woes.
• • • •
« • • •
credited the Oxford movement as
Botli
men
and
women wi'.l spend
Love never envies a neighbor.
Read good books first. You may
doing much to promote world peace
The spirit of ego disdains.
time
with
the
youngsters
gazhij al
not
have
the
chance
for
all
that
For peace among people will labor.
as it is iioii-denoiiiinational and not
And rejoices when fellowship reign;
tlie woodworking display. Can it be
confined to any particular group. come your way.
more inspirational than last year?
To wealth you may finally climb.
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
The fundamentals oi this movement
Or win the bright meteor, fame;
Be at Earle Gowell's booth and sec
WHITE VELLUM
arc icve, purity, unselfishness and
All that will collapse ln due time.
for yourself.
But
Love
iwlll
forever
remain
Monarch Size
honesty. It is just as wrong for
• • • •
W R Walter
75 sheets T/ixl0'4
churches
in
this
country
to
be
closed
North Waldoboro
Inquiries arc about concerning a
50 envelopes 4x7 %
for lack of attendance as those for
WATER PIPES RENEWED
radio message! W. B D. Gray and
Your name and address on pa
eign countries to be closed by official
AND WIRED OUT
ADOLPH ZVKOR prewnti
Austin Sherman will answer the
per and envelopes printed in Blue,
NEW SEWERS LAID
edic. he pointed out; we. ln this
Black, Green or Brown ink.
questions
the
entire
three
days
of
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
country, have plenty to do if we are
PLUGGED
hobby time. They will tell visitors
Only $1.35 postpaid
Terms $2.50 Down
to furnish an example for nations
Doc"
SEPTIC TANKS
CESSPOOLS that messages may be sent to ill
in FRANK LLOYD'S
overseas io follow. Our ancestors
AND CEMENT WORK
12 monthly payment! of $2 each
parts of the globe. Rmember last
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
were govcrnecTby a desire for re
year? All were received, too!
ligious freedom rather than a greed
• * * •
Dust . . litter . . grit . . they're all the same to the new G-E
for wealth anti our Constitution was
All lobstermen take notice. Heniy
"Popular" Motor-driven brush Cleaner. It gets them all—
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME. Bird notifies that he desires a col
drawn up with this in view. He be
quickly, easily, thoroughly—and leaves your rugs clean and
lieves conditions would be better if
lection of lobster pot buoys, instead
with
people in this country appreciated
fresh as new.
Frances Dee ■ Basil Ra t h bone
Ihe advantages and natural re
sources.
film Drew ■ C.V. Frazee Hein Wikemw
This is absolutely the finest
Rev.
N.
F.
Atwood
made
brief
re

value in a quality electric
NOW PLAYING
marks, followed by an open forum.
AN IDEAL
cleaner that we have ever
“STABLEMATES"
Assistant Secretary.
WALLACE BEF.RY
been able to offer. If you
CHRISTMAS GIFT
MICKEY ROONEY
want the besi on the mar
Miss Alice Edna Hall ol Bar Har
bor was the guest Wednesday of
Among the students home for tlie
Rev, and Mrs. Guy Wilson.
holiday weekend were Miss Mary
Publication Limited to Brief
Dodge, Miss Malissa Bostick and
Poems
I
of Original Composition
Dr. and Mrs. Burton Flanders, Laroy Brown from Gorham Normal
By Subscribers
have as guests the latter's sister School, Miss Barbara Derry, Miss
and husband. Mr. and Mrs Robert Nancy Snow, Farmington Normal, •>>:—4-:—:> 4--y-y-x-;Fansett of Raymond, Ontario.
“Toppy" Bird, Noble-Greenough,
THE MIGHTY HUNTER
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Miss Ruth Thomas from Colby
Junior Harmony Club met Thurs Miss Barbara Griffin and roommate My little son Is playing
About the yard.—so cute;
day night, at Community Building Miss Martha Palmer of Avon, Mass., Looking behind each tree and shrub
with 18 members attending. Offi from Nasson. Richard Ellingwood. For something he can shoot.
cers elected were: President. Bar Bowdoin and Miss Madeline Phil And there before his eyes he sees
An Imaginary bunny;
bara Lassell; vice president, Ber brick, Westbrook Junior College.
Bang! Bang! goes the little toy gun.
Oh, Boy! That shot was a honey!
tha Coombs and Harriet Clark;
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday Quickly skinned with rubber knife,
treasurer, Ruth Emery; secretary,
That bunny Is a winner
Edith Clark. The seniors conduct with Mrs. Emma Hall, Summer So. ln Imagination, iwc shall have
ed impressive (?) ceremonies, street. A supper was served by the Rabbit pie for dinner.
R A M
Warren.
initiating the new members and of Class Tuesday, with Miss Lucy
at
«t
«t
«t
ficers. who were presented with a Rhodes, chairman. There were 35
SUNDAY MORNING
crown
Questions pertaining to present.
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
Armistice Day were discussed, the
M.v mamma's up at early dawn
Those winning honors at the With her very 'best, gown all on.
meeting closing with assembly
Ready
for service at church today;
singing of America. Tlie Club will Farm Bureau Card Party Thursday She's never late, tbe members say
night
were
Mrs.
Anna
Webster,
And
my
papa, with nervous pride
meet again next Thursday at 6
she's been that way since a bride!
Clarence Wyllie Mrs Alice Fitzger Says
Papa Is all dressed ln his best
o'clock.
ald, Mrs. Frank Knight, and Mr., He says to be claan is to be blest.
And sends us children all upstairs
Mrs. Louis Cook was hostess to Ruth Levensaler. This was the To wash our faces and comb our hairs.
Find our gloves good and early
fourth
in
a
series
of
six
card
par

Wednesday Eve Club this week,
So there'll be no hurly-burly
Tht last minute, when the bell strikes
bridge honors being won by Mrs. J. ties.

J

COMIQUE

“BOYS
TOWN

RITEBEST

Printed Stationery

NOW IS THE TIME!

JUST WHAT THE

4

ORDERED

S. E. EATON

ket in its price class you'llget it in this General Elec
tric "Popular" Cleaner.

Ronald Colman

IF I WERE
KING

Ask us to hold one for you!

PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

PPORTUHITy
We'll be glad

to send one up without obligation!

traZ4maihe

CEMPOWll^tDMPAMY

LINETTE SUPERFINE
White Writing
48 folded sheets 444x7%
36 envelopes 4x5%
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes or mono
gram on paper, address on en
velopes.
Blue, black, brown,
green ink.
$1.15 postpaid

At Any of Our Stores

The Courier-Gazette

Phone 892
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Sal. 2.00 to 10.30

NISSEN’S
SNOW WHITE BREAD
Get It From Your
INDEPENDENT GROCER,

in the

(ANT-ADS

SELL with

WANT-ADS
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Vigilant, prepared for emergency, trained in re
lief in disaster, armed to give needed aid to
the distressed — the Red Cross
represents you every day.

A TORNADO'S HAVOC—Red Cross aided 420,000 disaster
victim: ir, 41 st'ies in past 12 months. Toinado claimed 67 lives
in midwrstern states. View of damage to homes shown here.
Red Cross relief was given in 129 disasters.

RULES FOR BABY'S BATH—Home Hygiene and
Care of the Sick courses teach proper handling of;
infant, sanitary care of home, what to do for. the)
invalid and to prevent sickness

BINDING A MOTORIST'S INJURY—Red Cross First Aid taught to
300,000 during the year protects the injured on highways and in every
type of accident. Red Cross Emergency First Aid Stations on highways
and mobile units to protect the injured number 4,505

n

DANGEROUS PLAYTHINGS — Home
and Farm Accident prevention campaign
urges study of hazards. Matches, beads,
knives, left within baby's reach may bring
tragedy

A KINDLY VISITOR—Veterans
and service men are never
forgotten by Red Cross War
Service. A Gray Lady carries.1
cheer and volunteers help
u ...
.
.

RED CROSS NURSE
DOES HER PART —
Forty thousand nurses
are enrolled in the Red
Cross for disaster, epidemic and other
emergency service.
Here a nurse treats
small disaster refugee
in Red Cross clinic

AND STILL THEY KNiT—U.S.
Senators' wives in Washington
active as Red Cross volunteers
knit comforts for veterans.
Right, Mrs. John Nance Gar
ner, wife of the Vice President,
and Mrs. E. D. Thomas, wife of
the Senator from Utah

Happy Hope Farm

EALM OF

M,USIC

My Valuable Time

Saddleback Ledge
Matinicus Rock
Our news items through the win
Hello, everyoneThe additional keeper, B. Os ter will be scarce at times. How
good who was here for five weeks, ever, we’ll try to do our part. The
went recently to Deer Island news from other stations is always
Thoroughfare to take Keeper Rob read with interest.
inson's place, the latter having been
We wish to extend our sympathy
called to Harrington by the death j to the family of our good friend, the
of his mother Mr. Osgood went late Rev. O. J. Ouptill. His many
Nov. 2 to Two Bush to substitute acts of kindness will be Jong remem
curing the leave of Keeper Batty. bered
Carpenter Howard Colberth and
The greater part of October gave
E O. Mills of Vinal Haven with his us grand weather. Mr. and Mrs.
plastering outfit were here several R. L. Fletcher enjoyed a vacationdays, held by a strong north wind.. ! They visited their relatives and
Finally Mr. Mills was able to make friends at Lubec, Eastport Pem
a landing in Vinal Haven, but was broke. and Calais, also their daugh
looking rather pale owing to the ters at Brownville.
Saddleback cooking. He was heard
During a recent storm, a large
to remark that he had eaten worse piece of the boat slip was washed,
cooking but would not remember 'out.
just when it was.
Mr. >md Mrs. Fletcher enjoyed an
Carpenter Colberth is caulking overnight visit recently ;-t the horn* i
the tower and will repair the boat of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. McClure in j
slip. We have already driven in 200 Criehavenpounds of lead wool into the tower..
Best regards to all along the!
B E Stewart Is on leave in Vina! coast.
• • • •
Haven. He still has a list to port
Portland Head
and is under the care oi Dr V. H
Mrs R. T. Sterling entertained
Shields.
After the work is finished here, Mrs Robert D. Fickett and daugh
I shall take a 23-day leave of ab ter of South Portland last Sunday.
All the fine summer-like days
sence in LubecThe sea birds are giving this the past week make one wonder
j just what is in the air for the near
.place a wide berth this fall.

CHILDREN JOIN IN GOOD WILL—Junior Red Cross boys
and girls of the U. S. exchange Christmas packages with youth

quently made 18 tours In the United lty of youth, and his quiet explana
States. He has played in practical tion of what, to him. constitutes
ly every leading city in the world. the miracle of a perfect musical
Friends In Time cf Soriow
"Hls first composition publicly performancce sounds touchingly
performed
was the Opera Manru. true and will be recognized as true
—Springlike Weather a
produced at Dresden in 1901 and In by all who perform in public.
Marvel
New York a year later. His 'Sym
"To call Mr. Paderewski a good
phony ln B Minor' was first per actor would be. in one sense, over
Editor of Th? Ccurier-Gazette:—
formed by the Boston Symphony statement. and in another, under
Though we know that cur ulti
Orchestra in 1909. His numerous statement. The veteran actress,
mate destiny is In the hands of a
compositions include a Concerto Marie Tempest, who plays, so to
by Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
Higher Power, who will neither
for Piano and Orchestra, Fantasias, speak, opposite him, is magnifi
Sonatas, the immortal "Minuet," cent as a cultured and worldly old
leave us nor forsake us. we are all i
so human, we long in times of trial' A letUr fr°m °Ur BOOd friend at;€n,lon to
Moonlit Son- etc During the World War he con- Baroness, but it requires all her
and sorrow, for the tou-h of a ,E<)Z€ encloses a clipping reading: ata
It was Grand. I never ex- certjzjd for the benefit of Polish art to be that, while Paderewski is
friendly hand, the kindly word from "George Kraska. manager of the Pfcted _jto__hear' andjsee' lgnac® »ar sufferers bringing in huge himself without any apparent ef
Jan Paderewski at a dinner, but I
sympathetic hearts.
Fine Arts Theatre, has just infort on his part. Yet the two are
did. Olory be! What a wonderful Unlted Slates an army of
equally matched, except that never
So I wish to thank the editor stalled the latest in sound improve
ond all friends who sent messages ments. a development of the labora- world this is. It is different than volunteers known as the "Polish for a moment does one doubt the
it was 60 years ago when I played Armv ,n
He was instru. I
ci sympathy in my recent bereave tories cf the Altec Service Corpora
reality of the musician. Perhaps a
in the band and didn't know a mental in organizing the first
ment. Unknown friend cf Vinalha tion.
public life, such as an adored virtu
The modernization of the note."
Folish Republic of which he toe- oso leads, is th? equivalent of a
ven, it was sweet of you to tend thc equipment makes possible greatly
came the first President. He signed stage life Which may explain why
lovely message. Wish you had signed | improved sound quality. The cur
Of interest is a special notice apvr—
ycur namerent feature. 'Moonlight Sonata.' oearinir below the meetinc an. thC Treaty of Ver-ailles for Poland, Paderewski felt himself so sin
My immediate family circle Is so j is now rendered in much finer tonal r.ouncement reading: "Our Treas 3nd astounded everybody at the cerely at heme in a stage retting,
Paris Peace Conference with his surrounded by stage people and
small. Dad's absence makes a sad detail than for the previous 21
vacancy. My family is counted in ! weeks of its run. Paderewski s | Wor gamuel H Spring, will observe keen political knowledge. In 1921 perpetually confronting a camera
"ones"—one uncle, one aunt, cne piano playing becomes more realis93ci birthday Oct. 29." Mr he represented Poland at the
"Seated at his piano, the Polish
brother, one sister and. of course, tic than before'
Crocker comments—“a native of League of Nations and shortly re artist and patriot offers a noble
tired from politics. Turning to study. of a creative interpreter.
cne father and mother. Uncle, On "Boze's" letter head of the Belfast.”
,
music once more hls concert ap With no suggestion of pose or ex
aunt and father have now passed First Worshipful Masters’ Associa-1
« • • •
threugh the one way gate to that tion in Massachusetts was pasted a i j have had a stunning bookie pearances while still tremendously aggeration he addresses himself io
bourne whence no traveler returns, notice of an entertainment and sent ms of -Moonlight Sonata profitable were comparatively rare; the music cf Chopin, Beethoven,
* * ' ’
But as Margaret Elwell says in her dinner at the Engineers Club. 2 many fine pictures ol Paderewski'
Li-zt and himself with overwhelm
My Valuable Time, by Amy S.
beautiful poem—
Ccmmowealth avenue Boston. Fri- and scenes from the film Itself. A1 Still more Interesting is the re-‘ ing confidence and utter simplicity
Bridgman (Stephen Daye Press).
moreday evening. Nov. 4 the notice an- brief biographical sketch of thev‘«w of "Moonlight Sonata " byj He casts his spell directly, and the
This little book is the story of Whrn
A *!°rmce" day WUI da*n and w° sh“” nouncing that the entertainment'grea,i artist reads:
Samuel Chotzinoff in the New York shifting camera never once discov
Paul Bridgman Boyd whose untime
ers a flaw in the expression of his
Those loved ones «one before "
wculd
be
moving
pictures.
Mr.
“
Ignace
Jan
Paderewski,
the
I’
ly death lost to the world a true
j world's most famous pianist, is now
"In the talkie 'Moonlight Sonata. face and body or in the behavior
genius. From early childhood this Speaking of poems I think Mr.j Crocker writes below:
young man’s personality was Walter, your North Waldoboro cor-, "Through the good offices of the | living in retirement at his villa at Mr Paderewski is to be seen and of his hands. He is completely
marked and unusual in developing respondent, has introduced a pleas- Master of Ceremonies who is a1 Morges. near Lausanne. It Is ua- heard as himself. The picture will rbsorbed in his own playing, and
ing innovation, by beginning his, member of this Association (he is' likely that the concert halls of theconstitute a record for future ger.so is the audience. So much so
before the natural season.
He early established this domi ( news items with a verse or two also box office treasurer at Sym-; world will ever hear him again, but erations of the old age of a great that one hardly dares to confess
i of poetry. I enjoy them and I know phony Hall) we were able to see the j his art has been given to immor*- artist and a great personality, and disappointment that his art does
nant point in his every day life and
j that Mr. Walter is a man who prac- picture at our meeting, but wei^i^y in the film ‘Moonlight Son- from it these generations will try r.ot at all times measure up to its
counted life as valuable. The story
!tices what he preaches.
j could not advertise it- Fifty mem- ata • t0 Lothar Mendes goes thc to reconstruct, by deduction, the legendary character.
is intimately sketched against his
Whoever
saw
such
springlike
I hers °f this Association after dinner credit of persuading this distin- art and personality of the artist "It is only when one leaves the
New England background and will
interest all who love to study cha weather in November? Pansies are settled back ln thetr chairs and for guished artist to emerge tempora- as a young man, and at the period theatre that one is regretful that
racter in its developments through still in bloom and last night black i tne and one-half hours gave their rily from retirement to make his when he was at the height of his Paderewski and his art were not
birds were gathering in the willows, j
first appearance on the screen at powers.
thus recorded a quarter of a cen
the stages of youth to manhood.
| “It will be, I imagine, easier to tury ago. For in 'Moonlight Son
It was the fine moral quality that with an occasion “con-kee-ee-e” f Get Comforting Relief from the age of 75.
I "He began his piano studies at reconstruct the man than the art- ata' there are only glimpses of the
surrounded hls youth that put this from an individual. If this weather
continues,
it
would
not
be
surpris

I the age of three and later entered 1st. for 'Moonlight Sonata,' reveals fabled ravishing Paderewski tone,
sensitive life into accord with the
ing
to
hear
the
full
chorus,
which
Warsaw Conservatory to study an extraordinary and arresting the golden, imperious sonorities, the
urge of his ruling motives. A clear
under Jonatha and Roguskl. From figure who moves through a story magical phrasing, the romantic, im
and clean study in almost essay Is such delightful music’ in April.
Nancy Stedman Savage
j Warsaw he went to study in Vienna with the naturalness, dignity and provisational conception of great
form of a brilliant personality.
each no?truuand STtffwii bacfk>RUb
! and in 1885 became Professor of assurance of one who is used to music. The lesson, of course is
—K. S. F.
The better part of discretion is next, melt a spoonful of VapoRub ln a Piano and counterpoint at the Con- taking the homage of the world for plain: That the young virtuosos of
knowing when to go 'way back bowl of boiling water; breathe ln the servatory of Strasbourg. Paderew- ' granted. Involved in a sentimen- the present should not be coy, and
medicated vapors for several minutes.
WASHINGTON
and sit down.
This loosens phlegm and further clears
ski gave his first public concert in tai tale with English overtones, the disdainful of the movie camera and
the air-passages.
Vienna in 1887. and in Parts two celebrated pianist is quiet, calm the sound track, but should on the
The public is cordially invited to
at bedtime, rub VapoRub on throat,
years later followed by his concert and unobtrusive in his dual role contrary, seek and embrace the Im
chest, and back so Its long-continued
the C.MP. Co. cooking school to
double action can re
Andrew
Rikila
’
s
in London which was a compare- of actor and virtuoso. He speaks mortality offered them while they
be run Wed. Nov. 16 ,in I.OO.F
lieve the misery of
the cold while you
tive failure, although Bernard the English lines allotted to him are still young and at the peak of
hall. Union. Food cooked given to New Shoe Repairing Shop
sleep.
Shaw,
who was then a critic on a with remarkable ease, though with their art. For ln doing so they will
audience. No admisson. All wel
TRY it—then you’ll
is at 299 Main St.
know why VapoRub
London newspaper, hailed him as the deliberation of a foreigner, not only serve themselves best, but
come. Come Wednesday at 7.15
Is a standby ln 3 out WICKS
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
of 5 homes.
o'clock. Thanksgiving menus will
V VapoRub a genius. In 1891 he gave his first He even achieves pathos with a they will shine for posterity with
13Stf
concert in New York and subse- i philosophic remark about the qual their original lustre."
be featured.—adv. 132, 133, 135, 136

; future. In sojnj places, bathing,
picking flowers and fruit; and in
ether places, snow falling and real
winter weather.
Mrs. Earl Kinney and grand, daughter Patricia Grant were re
cent guests of Mrs F O. Hilt.
Jack
Robinson is attending
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
\ Junior College ln Portland.
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Willard Hilt enjoyed very much
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
cards received from friends during
Maine's watei front.
Lis recent illness and says “Thanks
a lot." He is out again.
Arthur Harlcw of South Portland
MY HOME
We have not stocked up on winI For The Courier-Gazette 1
' ter fish yet, and "sow belly' being was recent guest of R. T. Sterling,
My heart Is whore the sea heaves high.
I high, we may have to hibernate this also Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of
White garlands salt of spray;
Against the azure of the sky.
Portland.,
i winter.
And there shall be alway.
Sympathy is extended to Keeper Mrs. F O. Hilt and Mrs. R. T.
No matter where afar I roam
I Robinson in the death of his Sterling were callers Wednesday at
On duty, pleasure bound.
the home of Clyde Grant and fam
The coast of Maine Is still my home— mother.
Where fondest life Is found
Weather and water being colder, ily of Cape Elizabeth.
When I am free to come and go
Keeper Bennett of Heron Neck is Good Timers Club met Wednes
and live Just where I please,
X’l! make my home where tide waves using greater care in boarding hls day at the home of Mrs. George
flow
boat when ‘making trips to town Mitchell, Falmouth Oardens, the
Beside the calling seas.
We are expecting fall inspection first meeting this fall.
The music of the billows breath
Accompanied my birth.
any day now and will probably be
O. let me hear It too. at death—
electrified by spring, with a horn
My final sense of earth
»o make music for us to sleep by
There was I born beside the sea.
next summer.
Where rolls the
alurglng surf
There let me sleep from life aet freeAs we are busy helping the work- Story of a Man Whose
Btneath the seaside turf
I
men.
we bid "Farewell and happy
Death Lost Genius To
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt
landings.’
the
World
• • • •

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

»

GIRL LIFE SAVERS—Class of girls being taught Red Cross life saving; 88,000
persons were given this instruction last year. Scene demonstrates prone pressure
resuscitation of drowning victim

h
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